The Corporation of the District of Saanich

Report
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To:

Mayor and Council

From:

Sharon Hvozdanski, Director of Planning

Date:

November 19, 2020

Subject:

Rezoning and Development Permit Application
File: REZ00634; DPR00747 • 3421 & 3431 Harriet Road and
3446 & 3450 Whittier Avenue

NOV 23 2020

RECOMMENDATION
1. That the Saanich Core Local Area Plan Map 4.2 "Housing Concept" be amended to include
the subject properties as "Potential Multi-Family".
2. That the application to rezone from the RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone to the RT-5
(Attached Housing) Zone be approved.
3. That Development Permit DPR00747 be approved.
4. That prior to Public Hearing, the applicant provide the following information:
•

•

Revised Arborist's Report, Landscape Plan, Site Servicing Plan, written permission from
adjacent land owners for removal of any shared or neighbouring trees, and additional
confirmation, details and/or information, all as noted in the Parks Memo dated November
18, 2020, to be submitted to, and reviewed and approved by, Saanich staff; and
Updated drawings that confirm the location of the disabled parking space as per
Zoning Bylaw requirements and that include one electric vehicle plug-in in each garage,
for a total of 23 plug-ins;

Note: the applicant is unwilling to provide electric vehicle plug-ins in each garage noting that it
would cause "significant financial implications to the projecf'.
5. That Final Reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw and ratification of the Development
Permit be withheld pending registration of a covenant to secure the following:
•
•

Consolidation of the lots prior to the issuance of a building permit;
That any new dwellings would be constructed to include an electric vehicle plug-in in
each garage (for a total of 23 plug-ins) and the installation of the necessary conduits and
piping, to be solar ready for future installation of photovoltaic and/or solar hot water
systems;
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•
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A contribution of $46,000 ($2,000 per unit) to the Saanich Affordable Housing Fund prior
to issuance of a building permit; and
Registration of statutory right-of-way where the public sidewalk would encroach onto
private lands prior to issuance of a building permit. The public pedestrian pathway is to
be indicated by signage and is not to be blocked off or have access restricted.

6. That Final Reading of the Zoning Amendment Bylaw and ratification of the Development
Permit be withheld pending registration of a Housing Agreement to prohibit a Strata Bylaw
or Strata Council from restricting rental of a dwelling unit for residential purposes.
PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to seek direction from Council on the subject application. The
subject application is to rezone from the RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone to the RT-5
(Attached Housing) Zone to construct a 23-unit townhouse development. Fourteen variances
and a Development Permit for form and character are also requested. The applicant is Abstract
Developments (Ben Smith).
DISCUSSION
Neighbourhood Context
The subject property is located in the Saanich Core Local Area and is on the periphery of the
Uptown Major "Centre". The proposed development, which has a total site area of 3270 m2 ,
currently consists of four lots, three of which contain a single family dwelling. Two of these lots
front on to Harriet Road, and the other two have a panhandle access on to Whittier Road just as
it turns east to become Culduthel Road (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Neighbourhood Context

Surrounding land use to the north, west and south consists of single family residential, with
properties zoned RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone, though one parcel at the corner of
Lurline Avenue and Harriet Road is zoned P-1 (Assembly) and accommodates the New
Apostolic Church. The adjacent parcel to the west is zoned RT-3 (Attached Housing). Other
nearby properties are a combination of RS-6 (Single Family Dwelling), RD-1 (Two Family
Dwelling), and RM-4 and RM-5 (Residential Mixed) Zones.
The site is 330 m west of the range of commercial and retail services located in the
Uptown Shopping Centre and other nearby businesses. Two other shopping malls, Tillicum
Centre and Mayfair Shopping Centre (in the City of Victoria), are less than one kilometer away.
The Galloping Goose Trail is also in close proximity, located 225 m to the east. Nearby parks
include Taylor Park and Regina Park, 63 m and 146 m to the northeast respectively, and Rudd
Park, 169 m to the south. Tillicum Community (Elementary) School is located 747 m to the west.
Public transit is available within 154 m on Boleskine Road, and within 337 m on Douglas Street.
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Pr.oposed Land Use
The proposed development would change the land use from single family residential to
multi-family residential, with an increase in the permitted density to allow a total of 23-units in
four blocks of townhouses.
The site is on the edge of the Uptown Major "Centre", and is in close proximity to a range of
commercial services and neighbourhood parks. The Official Community Plan (OCP) supports a
range of housing types within Major "Centres", including townhouses. The site is conveniently
located and many services are within a walkable distance, it has good accessibility to public
transit, and the relatively flat topography in this area, as well as proximity to the Galloping
Goose Regional Trail, is conducive to cycling and walking.
The draft Uptown-Douglas Plan, which has been endorsed in principle by Council, identifies this
area as "Neighbourhood Apartmenf' with a suggested height of up to four-storeys (see Figure
2). The proposed development is consistent with the land use objectives of the draft UptownDouglas Plan, which includes focusing new growth in urban areas to support more housing
options, greater access to shops, services and transit and public realm improvements.

Site and Building Design
The subject property slopes gently down approximately 3 m from southeast to northwest The
proposed development includes four blocks of townhouses for a total of 23-units. Block A, with
six units, would face Harriet Road. Block B, also with six units would be located in the centre of
the site east of Block A, and West of Block C, with six units. Block D with five units would be
located to the north of the site. Vehicular access to the site would be off of Whittier Avenue
(see Figure 3).
The proposed three-storey townhouses would have steep (12:12) pitched roofs with fiberglass
shingles. Half-timbered gable roofs would be used over certain bays to delineate the different
units. Proposed cladding materials would include cement board panels and horizontal siding,
and wood shingles. The proposed colour palette would be muted, with white and various tones
of grey. Entry doors would be picked out in an accent colour, and the entries themselves given
prominence through smaller half-timbered gable roofs on posts (see Figures 4, 5 and 6).
All units would have an attached garage (either one or two car), a storage room (with rough-in
plumbing for a future three piece washroom) and a flex room on the ground floor. The second
level would contain the kitchen and living room opening on to a deck, and the upper level would
contain the bedrooms (either two or three), laundry, and two bathrooms.
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Figure 2: Draft Uptown-Douglas Land Use Map

Vehicular access to the site would be in the southeast corner via Whittier Avenue. To the right of
the driveway would be a walkway, delineated by different coloured permeable paving stones
leading into the site along the eastern edge. This would provide pedestrian access to the four
blocks of the development, and ultimately to the sidewalk along Harriet street, connecting with it
north of Block A.
Blocks A, B and C would have their main pedestrian entrances on the side opposite the garage
entry, and as noted; pedestrians would enter through gated front yards. Block Don the other
hand, would be located internally within the site, and pedestrian access would be via entry
doors located on the same fa9ade as the garage doors (see Figure 6). To gain entry to these
units, pedestrians would be accessing the front doors directly off the paved maneuvering aisles
between the blocks. Block D would have decks and some private outdoor space on the side
opposite the entry doors, but these spaces would be relatively small, with 1.8 m (6 ft) deep
decks and 1.7 m (5.5 ft) deep yards. Additional outdoor living space would be provided by
1.8 m (6.0 ft) deep decks on the second level of all units, located on the side of the building
opposite the main pedestrian entry, except for Block D. The upper decks for all blocks would
overlook the paved maneuvering aisles and would have little privacy or functionality.
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Figure 3: Proposed Site Plan

Figure 4: Proposed View of Block A from Harriet Road (from plans by BDM3d Architectural
Visualization)
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Figure 5: Proposed Rear (East) Elevation of Block A (from plans by Steller Architectural Consulting)

Figure 6: Proposed Front (South) Elevation of Block D (from plans by Steller Architectural Consulting)

As noted, resident parking would be located inside garages with seven surface parking spaces
provided for visitors. Permeable pavers would be used for all on-site driveways and parking
would provide treatment for on-site road runoff. Stormwater storage would be provided by storm
tanks and a combination of these and flow control manholes would be used to regulate flows
and improve stormwater quality.
As necessitated by the number of units proposed, landscaping is confined to the periphery of
the site. Trees proposed on Harriet Road include four Ruby Vase Persian Ironwoods in the
boulevard, and another four of the same species on site in the yard fronting Block A. Two
additional boulevard trees, both Armstrong Red Maples, would flank the p_
roposed vehicular
entry off of Whittier Avenue. Along the south property line, three Magnolias and three Vine
Maples are proposed. Three more Persian Ironwoods are proposed to the west of Block D, and
to the north of Block D, three Japanese Snowballs and two Vine Maples are proposed. Between
Blocks B and C, six Japanese Snowballs and four Vine Maples are proposed. Proposed tree
removal and retention is discussed in further detail under Environment, below.
The proposed development is designed to meet BC Energy Step Code Level 3 energy
requirements and would be constructed with the necessary conduits and piping, to be solar
ready for the future installation of photovoltaic and/or solar hot water systems and would include
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an electric vehicle plug-in in each of the garages. These commitments would be secured by
covenant.
A total of 14 variances would be required, as part of this application. These variances are
discussed in greater detail further on page 16 in this report.
Community Contribution
In a letter dated October 22, 2020, the applicant proposed a contribution of $2,000 per unit (for
a total of $46,000) to be paid to the Saanich Affordable Housing Fund. This commitment would
be secured by covenant, with payment required prior to issuance of a building permit.
Consultation
Neighbourhood
The applic;:lnt states they undertook door to door engagement with residents within 150 m to
200 m of the subject property, and held one on one and small group meetings, prior to the
application being submitted, as well as after the application was received by staff. They also
presented to the Mount View Colquitz Community Association (MVCCA) twice and held one
community Open House.
Since the initial consultation efforts, the designs changed and a referral based on revised plans
was sent from the Planning Department to the Mount View Colquitz Community Association
(MVCCA). A response was received from the MVCCA on October 26, 2020, indicating no
objection to the application, and stating "There are concerns that the privacy fencing should be
adequate between this site and the adjoining properties. Given the density increase expected in
the Tolmie Quarter, the overall traffic issues and access to Boleskine Road are important
improvements for future consideration." A copy of the detailed comments from MVCCA is
included in the agenda package.
Advisory Design Panel
The proposal was considered by the Advisory Design Panel. Due to a lack of quorum, a motion
was not made, but committee consensus was that the building form and character is
supportable, with the recommendation that the applicant consider the comments from the Panel.
The Panel provided the following comments:
•
•
•
•

A playground for children would be a good addition;
Charging stations (EV) should be considered;
Having some accessible units would be appreciated; and
The exterior looks plain and lacks detail.

It should be noted that the version considered by the Advisory Design Panel was the applicant's
original proposal consisting of 24 units in five blocks of townhouses. While a playground has not
been provided, outdoor areas have been enhanced by the reduction in the number of blocks of
townhouses. The exterior has been revised to increase visual interest, through a combination of
colours, materials, and the inclusion of gabled entries. To date, the applicant has not provided
electric vehicle plug-ins, and have stated they are unwilling to do so.
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ALTERNATIVES
1. That Council approve the recommendations as outlined in the staff report.
2. That Council reject the recommendations as outlined in the staff report.
3. That Council provide alternate direction to Staff.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The proposal has no immediate implications related to the District of Saanich Financial Plan.
STRATEGIC PLAN IMPLICATIONS
The subject proposal works in part towards achieving one of Council's key Strategic Plan goals,
namely; the development of "Affordable and diverse housing that meets our residents' needs
now and in the future."
The development also addresses other Strategic Plan goals, such as:
•
•
•

Increasing housing supply and diversity to support more affordable, vibrant and inclusive
communities;
Ensuring land use decisions are consistent with our community supported plans; and
Supporting land use planning which recognizes and protects our rural and urban character
while encouraging a suitable mix of housing in our neighbourhoods.

PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

Policy
The following Saanich Planning Policies are most applicable to the subject proposal:
Official Community Plan (2008)
4.2.1 .1
"Support and implement the eight strategic initiatives of the Regional Growth
Strategy, namely: Keep urban settlement compact; Protect the integrity of rural
communities; Protect regional green and blue space; Manage natural resources and
the environment sustainably; Build complete communities; Improve housing
affordability; Increase transportation choice; and Strengthen the regional economy."
4.2.1.2

"Maintain the Urban Containment Boundary as the principal tool for growth
management in Saanich, and encourage all new development to locate within the
Urban Containment Boundary."

4.2.1.16

"Encourage "green" development practices by considering variances, density
bonusing, modified/alternative development standards or other appropriate
mechanisms when reviewing development applications."

4.2.1.18

"Encourage new development to achieve higher energy and environmental
performance through programmes such as 'Built Green', LEED or similar
accreditation systems."
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4.2.1.20

"Require building and site design that reduce the amount of impervious surfaces and
incorporate features that will encourage ground water recharge such as green roofs,
vegetated swales and pervious paving material."

4.2.2.3

"Consider the use of variances to development control bylaws where they would
achieve a more appropriate development in terms of streetscape, pedestrian
environment, view protection, overall site design, and compatibility with
neighbourhood character and adjoining properties."

4.2.3. 7

"Support the following building types and land uses in Major and Neighbourhood
"Centres":
• Townhouse (up to three-storeys)
• Low-rise· residential (up to four-storeys)
• Mid-rise residential (up to eight-storeys)
• Live/work studios & Office (up to eight-storeys)
• Civic and institutional (generally up to eight-storeys)
• Commercial and Mixed-Use (generally up to eight-storeys)"

4.2.9.11

"Identify future trails, footpaths, and bikeways and acquire rights-of-way or
easements at the time of rezoning or subdivision, in order to create high quality
pedestrian and bicycle networks throughout the community."

4.2.9.37

"Consider parking variances where one or more of the following apply:
• transportation demand strategies (TDM) are implemented;
• a variety of alternative transit options exist within the immediate vicinity of the
proposed development;
• there is a minimal reduction in required parking;
• the development is located in a "Centre";
• availability of on-_street parking."

5.1.2.2

"Evaluate applications for multi-family developments on the basis of neighbourhood
context, site size, scale, density, parking capacity and availability, underground
services capacity, school capacity, adequacy of parkland, contributions to housing
affordability, and visual and traffic/pedestrian impact."

5.1.2.15

"Consider requiring registration of a covenant on title of new multiple-family
developments prohibiting Strata Council rental restrictions as part of rezoning
applications."

Saanich Core Local Area Plan (1999)
4.1
"Maintain single family dwellings as the principal form of development outside the
Cloverdale triangle."
4.2

"Consider infill housing only where the scale and massing is appropriate and the
environmental, social, and traffic impacts would be within acceptable neighbourhood
limits."
·

4.3

"Consider rezoning for new multi-family housing as indicated on Map 4.2."

9.9

"Acquire rights-of-way for footpaths, sidewalks, bikeways, and greenways,
particularly at the time of subdivision or development, and require construction by the
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developer where applicable, to ensure convenient access to schools, bus stops,
shopping, parks, and to provide circular pedestrian recreational routes."
Draft Uptown-Douglas Plan (2020)
The draft Uptown-Douglas Plan, which has been endorsed in principle by Council, identifies this
area as "Neighbourhood Apartment" with a suggested height of up to four-storeys. The building
types envisioned are multi-unit residential buildings including stacked townhomes, courtyard
housing, and apartments that could include limited commercial at grade.
The Street Interface Guidelines recommend such things as a 4 m front yard setback from
property line to building face for residential, provision of a "street wall" height of two to
three-storeys and direct street facing access including entrances to individual units at ground
level with frontage and views to the street.
Development Permit Area Guidelines
The development proposal is within the Saanich Core Development Permit Area. Relevant
guidelines include high-quality contemporary and authentic architecture, designing multi-family
housing to be in keeping with the general form and character of surrounding development,
incorporation of street level entrances, landscaped courtyards and urban porches.
The guidelines also advocate well landscaped pedestrian amenities including pedestrian
networks through and adjacent to the site designed to welcome people, encourage pedestrian
activity and integrate with and link to large public spaces. In addition, building elevations
adjacent to a street should incorporate varied architectural elements and landscaping to avoid
big blank walls.
Policy Analysis
The Saanich Core Local Area Plan does not identify the site as a potential multi-family site, and
poiicies refer to concentrating multi-family development within the Cloverdale ''Triangle". As a
result, an OCP amendment is required to designate the site as potential multi-family in the
Saanich Core Local Area Plan. It is important to note that the more recent Official Community
Plan supports townhouses in Major and Neighbourhood "Centres". The proposed Land Use is
therefore consistent with the general policies of Official Community Plan and the amendment is
supportable. The proposal is also consistent with the draft Uptown-Douglas Plan, in that multiunit residential buildings, such as townhomes, are anticipated for this area.
The setback to Building A along Harriet Road is somewhat closer (2.63 m to the entry posts,
2.83 m to the face of the building proper) than the 4 m recommended in the Street Interface
Guidelines, however that was to apply to buildings four to five-storeys in height, and as these
are townhouses, the reduced setback is supportable given the reduced scale and impacts to the
street and neighbours. In addition, direct street access is provided to all of these units, and the
proposed three-storeys meets the recommended street wall height.
The proposed development's massing, site design and interface with the adjacent neighbours
reflect a higher density than the context of the existing neighbourhood. Surrounding parcels are
all single family dwellings, with the exception of the attached housing co.mplex immediately to
the east of the subject property at 400 Culduthel Road. Although zoned for a lower density
(RT-3), the c. 1979 development at 400 Culduthel is a similar sized parcel (3013 m2 vs. 3270 m 2
of the current proposal) and accommodates 1O attached housing units. The lower number of
units allows the development at 400 Culduthel to provide the required setbacks for the
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RT-3 Zone, which are the same as those for the RT-5 Zone. These setbacks allow for more
greenspace around the periphery of the property, and also provides improved private outdoor
spaces. Under the draft Uptown-Douglas Plan this parcel is identified as "Mixed Employmenf',
and a potential building of height of between six and eight-storeys.
Servicing requirements call for a public pathway along the south side of the property, which
would connect Harriet Road and Whittier Avenue, and would comply with Saanich Core Local
Area Plan Policy 9.9 (see Servicing). In the revised plans, the applicant has provided a pathway,
but as noted, this leads north into the site and then west to Harriet, along the north edge of the
site.
The application is broadly consistent with the Official Community Plan and adheres to the
overall vision for the draft Uptown-Douglas Plan. The applicant has refined an earlier proposal
by reconfiguring the site to reduce the overall number of units by one. This has allowed for a
pathway connection from Whittier to Harriet, which meets one of the policies in the Saanich
Core Local Area Plan, and has improved the area available for outdoor living space. It is worthy
to note that an extensive planning process to create the Uptown-Douglas Plan is nearing
completion, and it includes a plan to strengthen and expand the core, by increasing the density
in this area. The subject proposal is consistent with the land use objectives of the draft Plan,
which includes higher density in this area to support more housing choices, as well as proximity
to services and rapid transit. Specifically, the draft Plan designates the subject property for
multi-unit residential buildings including stacked townhomes, courtyard housing, and apartments
that could include limited commercial at grade.
Housing Diversity & Affordability
The proposed rezoning from single family dwelling to attached-housing is consistent with the
Official Community Plan and Saanich Core Local Area Plan and the draft Uptown-Douglas Plan.
The proposed development project would address sustainability objectives by providing
moderately higher density housing within walking and cycling distance of commercial services,
schools, and public transit.
While market housing, the proposed 23 new units would increase the stock of attached housing
in a more attainable price range within Saanich, and would contribute to housing diversity in the
area. The availability of a broad range of services within walking distance, and easy access to
transit at Uptown Centre, as well as the Galloping Goose regional trail would allow more home
owners to allocate less monthly expenditures to transportation.
A Housing Data Summary has been compiled by the District of Saanich for the Saanich Housing
Needs Report. This summary is still in draft form, however it provides useful information
regarding the projected household need by bedroom type between 2016 and 2025. The table
below provides a comparison between the development's proposed unit mix and Saanich's
projected need by bedroom type. The unit mix is summarized in the table below, and it is worth
noting that the percentage of two-bedroom units matches, and that of three-bedroom units is
well in excess of, the projected need, as identified in the Draft Housing Data Summary.
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Table 1: Housing Comparison - Projected Housing Units Needed by Bedroom Type, 2016 - 2025

Housing Mix Comparison : Projected Need vs. Proposed Unit Mix
UNIT TYPE

PROJECTED o/o OF
HOUSEHOLD NEED

PROPOSED o/o

1 Bedroom Units

42%

0%

O units

2 Bedroom Units

39%

39%

9 units

3 Bedroom Units

19%

61 %

14 units

The proposed mixed use development with its mix of residential unit types (entirely two and
three-bedroom units) would contribute to housing availability, type and tenure in Saanich and
the neighbourhood.
An Affordability Gap Analysis was also prepared for the Saanich Housing Needs Report to
assess gaps between shelter costs and household incomes. This provides insight into whether
households are spending an unaffordable amount of monthly income on shelter costs.
Affordability is defined as spending less than 30% of gross household income on shelter costs.
The analysis suggests there are considerable gaps for all household types in affording
single-detached homes, the most common type of home in the District of Saanich.
Townhouses (or attached-housing) could be an option for couples with children earning the
median household income of $167,276 and "Other" census families (median household income
$177,979), but there is generally a limited stock of units with enough bedrooms to be suitable for
these household types. Data prepared for the Housing Needs Report shows that in Saanich, the
median household income is $120,952 for couples with children, and $128,559 for "Other''
census families; these figures represent a deficit of $46,324 and $49,420 respectively, when
compared to the median income necessary for these types of families to afford a townhouse.
Homeownership is most likely out of reach for single-income households like lone-parent and
non-census families (median household incomes of $78,488 and $57,570 respectively); these
household types would need to spend 50% or more of their monthly income to be able to afford
most housing types.
Servicing
Development Servicing requirements call for Harriet Road and Whittier Avenue fronting this
development to be improved to 8.5 m residential road standards, complete with non-mountable
curb and gutter. Harriet Road is to be reconstructed to the centre line, and that frontage would
include a 2.5 m parking bay and 2.0 m wide sidewalk. Whittier Avenue improvements would
include a 1.7 m separated sidewalk.
Development Servicing requirements also call for a public pathway along the south side
between Harriet Road and Whittier Avenue (in accordance with Saanich Core Local Area Plan
Policy 9.9). The applicant is proposing a pathway between Harriet Road and Whittier Avenue,
but not along the southern edge of the property. Instead, the pathway (delineated by different
coloured pavers) would extend north from the Whittier Avenue entrance, and then westwards
along the northern edge of Buildings A, B, and C to connect to the sidewalk along Harriet Road.
This would be secured with a statutory right of way and would be required to be accessible at all
times for the public. Staff are concerned that the walkway is not the most direct route and may
not be readily apparent as a walkway to pedestrians. For this reason pedestrians may not feel
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encouraged to utilize the pathway and so staff recommend that it be signed and cannot be
blocked off or have access restricted.
Stormwater management must be provided in accordance with the requirements of Schedule H
"Engineering Specifications" of the Subdivision Bylaw. This subdivision is within a Type II
watershed area which requires stormwater storage, oil/grit separator or grass swale and
sediment basin. The applicant has stated that on-site stormwater management would include
treatment of on-site road runoff via permeable pavers and that storage would be provided by a
combination of storm tanks and flow control manholes.
An appropriately sized sewer connection from the existing main on Harriet Road would be
required, and the existing sewer connections would be disconnected. Suitably sized water
service is also required, and the existing water services would be disconnected.
Engineering has also indicated that an underground utilities design brief (tech memo) must be
prepared by a professional engineer with respect to existing conditions and proposed
stormdrain, water and sanitary sewer loading, the demand and design criteria applied and the
assumptions made, and has stated that the District of Saanich will determine necessary system
improvements as a result of the proposed development. The applicant has provided the
requested tech memo.
Mobility
Both Harriet Road and Whittier Avenue fronting the development are classified as residential
streets.

Public transit is available within 154 m on Boleskine Road (served by Route #26
Dockyard/UVic), and within 337 m on Douglas Street (served by Route #50
Langford/Downtown). Both routes have service every 15 minutes or better at peak times.
Zoning Bylaw requir~ments call for 46 parking spaces, including seven required visitor parking
spaces. The applicant is proposing 39 resident parking spaces within garages and seven
surface parking spaces for visitors.
While new EV charging requirements were adopted effective September 1, 2020, this
application was received prior to this date and considered "in stream", and therefore energized
EV stalls were not formally required. It's worth noting that under the new requirements, the
required number of energized spaces would have been 100% (23 plug-ins) at a minimum of
Level 2 with energy management enabled. It has been recommended by staff that each unit
include one, Level 2 energized plug-in be provided in each garage, however the applicant is
unwilling to provide these indications that "a pad-mounted transformer would be required [and
would therefore] cause substantial financial implications to the project."
Bicycle parking would be in excess of Zoning Bylaw requirements, with 21 Class I bicycle
parking spaces provided within a bike room accessible at grade, as well as a six-space rack on
both the Harriet Road and Whittier Avenue frontages.
Environment
The Parks Department has noted discrepancies in the number of trees on and off-site: The
applicant's Arborist Report identified a total of 48 trees, consisting of 28 trees on-site (including
six Bylaw protected trees), and 20 off-site trees. The Parks memo notes a total of 50 trees,
consisting of 35 trees on-site (including six Bylaw protected trees), and 15 off-site trees. Parks
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has requested an updated Arborist Report and detail on a number of other items which are
discussed further below.
The six Bylaw-protected trees on site consist of a Hawthorn, two Douglas firs, a Western red
cedar, a Grand fir and a Purple leaf plum. The Arborist Report provided by the applicant states
that 27 on site trees would be removed, with only one tree proposed to be retained. The one
tree proposed for retention is a twin-stemmed 45 cm and 35 cm Bylaw-protected Hawthorn
(Tree 579), located in the South west corner of the site. It is important to note that even the
retention status of this tree is listed in the Arborist Report as "To Be Determined" (TBD),
however Parks has suggested this tree will likely require removal.
Some Bylaw protected trees on neighbouring properties are likely to be impacted, however the
Arborist Report was not updated to reflect the revisions that were submitted, which precludes a
full review by Saanich Parks on the potential impacts. Staff recommend that the applicant be
required to provide this updated information and that it reviewed and approved by the Parks
Department prior to a Public Hearing.
Using figures provided by the Parks Department for trees, all 35 trees on site are likely to be
removed. In addition, five off-site trees (including two Bylaw protected trees) are likely to be
removed, for a total of 40 trees likely to be removed.
Parks has identified potential off-site tree impacts as follows:
•
•

•

Proposed Building B would have impacts to Bylaw protected tree NT01, Parks anticipates
that its retention status is TBD;
Proposed Building C would have impacts to trees NT7, NTB, NT9 and NT10. Two of these
are Bylaw protected and will likely require removal, two are non-Bylaw protected and Parks
anticipates their retention status is TBD; and
Proposed Building D has impacts to tree NT17 and Parks anticipates that it will require
removal.

The applicant is proposing to plant 28 new trees on site, along with six new boulevard trees
(four on the Harriet Road Frontage and two on the Whittier Avenue frontage). This would result
in the net loss of six trees for this development, and would not meet the intent of "No Net Loss"
canopy policy of the Urban Forestry Strategy. Parks also anticipates that the proposed number
of trees to be planted on site may be optimistic given the conflicts between the proposed
buildings and servicing, and the proposed planting locations).
As noted, there are a number of items that Parks is seeking further details, information, or
clarification on, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Existing tree tag numbers shown on the preliminary site servicing plan;
Proposed boulevard or on-site tree planting sites to be shown on the preliminary site
servicing plan;
Written permission from neighbours and from adjacent land owners for removal of any
shared trees or trees located on neighbouring properties;
Details of sidewalk transitions back to the road on the Harriet frontage, in particular south of
the site, to allow Parks to accurately review tree impacts;
Updated Arborist's Report that takes into account the revised design as per the latest
drawings;
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• Details of potential impacts of water connection as shown on the conceptual site servicing
plans in the protected root zone of Bylaw protected Tree #579;
• A revised tree inventory in the Arborist Report that includes the two Prunus trees that are
greater than 1O cm;
• The proposed Acer circinatum do not meet the size requirements of replacement trees.
Depending on the final number of trees to be planted on site, increasing the size of the
planting stock may be required to meet the Bylaw's replacement tree requirements;
• The critical root zones of off-site trees as shown Landscape plan L 1.1 should be revised to
accurately reflect the Arborist Report;
• A revised landscape plan should be provided that depicts an accurate and feasible tree
planting plan that meets the requirements of the Bylaw;
• The tree species as proposed on the Harriet Road frontage underneath that should be
revised to meet both BC Hydro tree planting requirements and Saanich Engineering
requirements for future sightline concerns;
• Proposed trees framing the entrance to the site from Whittier Avenue conflict with service
lines (Hydro, telecommunications, internet etc.) and should be revised;
• An analysis should be provided by the Landscape Architect to confirm adequate soil depth
and volume; and
• The applicant should commit to providing irrigation from the site's private water source to the
boulevard trees to meet Saanich's specifications.
Should Council see merit in the proposed development, staff recommend that the applicant be
required to provide this updated information and that it reviewed and approved by the Parks
Department prior to a Public Hearing.

Variances
Variances are requested for setbacks, building separation, building height and parking would be
required (see Table 1). Potential impacts from the requested variances are discussed below.
Table 1: Variances required (under RT-5 Zoning)

Item

Required

Proposed

Variance

2.63m

4.87m

1

Setback to a Street (Harriet)

2

Interior Side Yard Setback (N)

7.5m

3.0m

4.5m

3

Interior Side Yard Setback (S)

7.5m

1.53 m

5.97m

4

Rear Yard Setback

10.5 m

2.07m

8.43m

5

Building Separation between
Living Room Wdws (B-C)

15.0 m

9.39m

5.61 m

Building Separation between
Other Habitable Wdws (A-B)

12.0m

9.02m

2.98m

Building Separation between
Other Habitable Wdws (B-C)

12.0 m

9.35m

2.65m

8

Building Separation between
Other Habitable Wdws (C-D)

12.0 m

7.23m

4.77m

9

Building Height (Building A)

7.5m

10.67 m

3.17 m
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Building Height (Building B)

7.5m

10.07 m

2.57m

Building Height (Building C)

7.5m

10.29 m

2.79m

Building Height (Building D)

7.5m

10.14 m

2.64m

Total Parking

46 Spaces

39 Spaces

7 Spaces

Parking Area Coverage

30% of Lot

53.9% of Lot

23.9%

Setbacks
The RT-5 (Attached Housing) Zone requires a setback of 7.5 m from any lot line which abuts a
street. Plans show a proposed setback from the property line abutting Harriet Road of 2.63 m, a
deficiency of 4.87 m. The Zoning Bylaw also requires a setback from an interior side lot line of
7.5 m. Plans show proposed setbacks from the north and south property lines of 3.0 m and
1.53 m, deficiencies of 4.5 m and 5.97 m respectively. Lastly, the Zoning Bylaw requires a
setback from a rear (in this case, the east) lot line of 10.5 m. Plans show a proposed setback
from the east property line of 2.07 m, a deficiency of 8.43 m.
The proposed setbacks reflect an urban design that is increasingly common in newer
developments. Recent developments with similar setback variances would include the
townhouse complex at 1810 Kings Road, which was approved with front yard setbacks of
2.32 m to Richmond Road and 3.2 m from Kings Road, and a rear yard setback of 2.98 m. As
noted, the Uptown-Douglas Plan speaks to 4 m setbacks to the street for four to five-storey
buildings, and so with a reduction in height and building scale (to the proposed three-storeys),
the proposed 2.63 m setback to Harriet Road (which would be 2.83 m to most of the building
face) is supportable.
Generally, reduced setbacks from a street can be considered when the design would enliven
the street with an active frontage and create a human scale streetscape. Proposed design
features, which include covered pedestrian entrances oriented toward the street, low open
fences and landscaping, would support this objective. The proposed townhouses would have
bays with pitched gable roofs which are intended to allude to the traditional roof elements of the
surrounding single family dwellings.
The significant setback variances would potentially impact the neighbouring properties. In this
case, the subject site is adjacent to five single family homes and six attached housing units. The
reduced setbacks to the north, south and east property lines would arguably have the most
impacts to neighbouring homes. A new property line fence and proposed plantings would
provide some privacy, however it should also be noted that the townhomes being proposed are
three-storeys in height. Staff acknowledge that in some cases the "worst case" setback distance
only applies to a small portion of that building face, such as the electrical closets on the south
side of Building Band east side of Building D.
Building Separation
Variances are requested to reduce the building separation as follows:
•
•

Between the centre line of windows in a living room from 15 m to 9.39 m between Buildings
Band C; and
Between the centre line of windows in a habitable room other than a living room from 12 m
to 9.02 m between Buildings A and B, 9.35 m between Buildings B and C, and 7.23 m
between Buildings C and D.
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The purpose of the building separation regulations are to avoid window locations that may be
overly intrusive between neighbouring units, protect privacy, and to support natural daylight.
Buildings would also need to comply with the BC Building Code separation requirements, which
impact the number of openings (windows and/or doors) and fire ratings of proposed materials.
Given the separation distances are still significant, the variances can be supported.
Height
Variances are requested for Building Height for all four proposed "Buildings" (or blocks). The
maximum height allowed under the requested RT-5 (Attached Housing) Zone is 7.5 m, or
24.6 ft. While this would allow for a two-storey townhouse to be easily constructed, it does make
the construction of a three-storey townhouse somewhat problematic, especially if the more
common ceiling height of 2. 76 m (9.0 ft) are proposed, as is the case with this application.
The proposed building height is 10.67 m for Building A, 10.07 m for Building B, 10.29 m for
Building C and 10.14 m for Building D whereas the Zoning Bylaw allows a maximum height of
7.5 m. The resultant deficiency for the worst case (Bldg. A) would be 3.17 m. The requested
height variances would allow for three-storey townhouses to be constructed with 2.76 m (9.0 ft)
ceiling heights and the more traditional (steeper) roof pitch of 12 in 12.
The proposed building heights are consistent with the three-storey urban design of attached
housing as envisioned by the Official Community Plan and can be supported. Though not yet
adopted by Council, the draft Uptown-Douglas Plan identifies this area as "Neighbourhood
Apartmenf' with a suggested height of up to four-storeys. For this reason, the height variances
can be supported given the reduced scale.
Parking
There are two proposed variances related to parking, the total parking stalls required and the
amount of parking area coverage. Zoning Bylaw requirements call for a total of 46 parking
spaces, of which seven parking spaces would be designated for visitor parking.
The applicant has requested a reduced parking requirement from the required 46 spaces (or
two spaces per dwelling unit) to 39 spaces (or 1.695 spaces per dwelling unit), a deficiency of
seven spaces. The proposed parking layout would provide 39 resident parking spaces within
garages and seven surface parking spaces for visitors.
The Official Community Plan policies support parking variances where any of the following
apply:
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation Demand Slrategies are implemented;
A variety of alternative transit options exist;
There is a minimal reduction in parking;
The development is within a "Centre"; and
The availability of on-street parking.

The proposed parking variance would result in just over four-fifths of the required parking being
provided. In addition, the proposed plans call for a parking bay to be provided on the Harriet
Road frontage that would accommodate an additional five parking spaces. While these cannot
be counted towards the required on-site parking, they are a factor in considering the impact of
the proposed variance.
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As noted, the development would be on the periphery of the Uptown Major "Centre", is on the
periphery of the boundary for the draft Uptown-Douglas Corridor Plan.and is within 154 m of a
transit stop, and the Galloping Goose Regional Trail is situated 225 m to the east.
Given the site's proximity to alternative transit options and the range of amenities and services
available at Uptown Shopping Centre and other nearby commercial retail, the variance for total
number of parking spaces as well as the number of visitor parking spaces is supportable.
As noted in the Report, none of the parking spaces have been designed to include electric
vehicle charging stations. Staff have encouraged the applicant to provide one in each garage,
but they are unwilling· to do so. The recently adopted EV parking standards in the Zoning Bylaw,
require that each of the required parking spaces for attached housing me energized spaces.
This project is exempt from the requirements because the Development Permit application was
received prior to September 1, 2020.
The Zoning Bylaw also restricts the parking area to 30% of the lot. By definition, parking area
includes any area used for surface parking, garages, and driveways. Including all garages the
parking area would be 53.9% of the lot area. If garages were excluded the parking area would
be approximately 33%. The proposed parking area would consist of permeable pavers. The
permeable pavers would be provided in two colours, with terra cotta or brick coloured areas
bordered by grey coloured pavers. The patterning is intended to mitigate the visual impacts of
the hard surfacing. Visitor parking spaces would also be identified through use of the grey
pave rs.
Climate Change and Sustainability
The Official Community Plan (OCP) adopted in 2008 highlights the importance of climate
change and sustainability. The OCP is broadly broken down into the pillars of sustainability
including environmental integrity, social well-being and economic vibrancy. Climate change is
addressed under the environmental integrity section of the OCP and through Saanich's Climate
Action Plan.
The following is a summary of the Climate Change and Sustainability features and issues
related to the proposed development. It is important to note that this summary is not, and cannot
be, an exhaustive list of issues nor a detailed discussion on this complex subject matter. This
section is simply meant to ensure this important issue is a key part of the deliberations on the
subject application.
Climate Change
This section includes the specific features of a proposal related to mitigation and adaptation
strategies. Considerations include: 1) Project location and site resilience; 2) Energy and the
built environment; 3) Sustainable transportation; 4) Food security; and 5) Waste diversion.
The proposed development includes the following considerations related to mitigation and
adaptation:
•

•
•

The proposal is an infill project located within the Urban Containment Boundary and Sewer
Service Area, and is able to use existing roads and infrastructure to service the
development;
The proposal is located approximately 330 m from the Uptown Major "Centre" where a range
of commercial and personal services are provided and employment opportunities exist.
The development is readily accessible via all modes of alternative transportation including
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walking, cycling, and public transit;
The site is within 154 m of public transit stops on Boleskine Road, and 337 m on Douglas
Street;
Public transit is available on Harriet Road, which is serv.iced by Route 26 (Dockyard/UVic)
with frequent service every 15 minutes or less. Douglas Street is serviced by Routes 16
(Uptown/UVic), 31 (Royal Oak Exchange/Downtown), 50 (Langford/Downtown) and 70
(SwartZ Bay/Downtown), with service every 15 minutes or better at peak times;
The site is also within 747 m of Tillicum Community (Elementary) School;
The applicant has stated they will meet the required level of the BC Energy Step Code, and
are willing to construct the buildings to be "Solar Ready"; and
Increasing the permitted density, having smaller residential units, and having shared walls in
the proposed attached housing development would contribute to a decline in greenhouse
gas emissions relative to an equivalent number of single family dwellings.

Sustainabilitv
Environmental Integrity
This section includes the specific features of a proposal and how it impacts the natural
environment. Considerations include: 1) Land disturbance; 2) Nature conservation; and
3) Protecting water resources. The proposed development includes considerations related to
the natural environment, such as:

•
•

The proposal is a compact, infill development in an already urbanized area without putting
pressures onto rural areas; and
The proposal includes the use of permeable pavers as part of the stormwater management
plan.

Social Well-being
This section includes the specific features of a proposal and how it impacts the social well-being
of our community. Considerations include: 1) Housing diversity; 2) Human-scale pedestrian
oriented developments; and 3) Community features. The proposed development includes the
following considerations related to social well-being, such as:

•
•

Buildings that front onto public streets would have active frontages that allow interaction
between users of the private space and people on the street; and
A range of outdoor, community, and recreation opportunities are available within reasonable
walking/cycling distance. Nearby parks include Taylor Park, Regina Park and Rudd Park.

Economic Vibrancy
This section includes the specific features of a proposal and how it impacts the economic
vibrancy of our community. Considerations include: 1) Employment; 2) Building local economy;
and 3) Long-term resiliency. The proposed development includes features related to economic
vibrancy, such as:

•
•
•

The development would create local short-term jobs during the construction period;
Limited home based businesses would be permissible in this development; and
The development would site additional residential units within the commercial
catchment/employment area for the businesses and services located within the Uptown
Major "Centre".
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CONCLUSION
The proposed use is consistent with Official Community Plan (OCP) policies that support
townhouses in Neighbourhoods as well as Major, Neighbourhood and Village "Centres", as well
as the draft Uptown-Douglas Plan, which identifies this area as "Neighbourhood Apartmenf' and
which envisions multi-unit residential buildings including attached housing. An OCP amendment
is required to designate the site as Potential Multi-Family in the Saanich Core Local Area Plan.
All four of the proposed buildings would require height variances beyond the maximum 7.5 m
height allowable under the RT-5 Zone (and the adjacent RS-6 Single Family Dwelling Zone), .
such that the proposed townhouses would be three-storeys in height and noticeably taller when
compared to the two-storeys of adjacent single family dwellings. However, the height is
consistent with the three-storey height of townhouses as mentioned in Official Community Plan
policies regarding supportable building types. Though not yet adopted by Council, the draft
Uptown Douglas Plan identifies this area as "Neighbourhood Apartment" with a suggested
height of up to four-storeys.
Parks has identified 35 trees on site that are likely to be removed. In addition, five off-site trees
(including two Bylaw protected trees) are likely to be removed, for a total of 40 trees proposed to
be removed. Twenty-eight new trees are proposed to be planted on site, along with six new
boulevard trees, for a total of 34 new trees. This would result in the net loss of six trees for this
development, and would not meet the intent of "No Net Loss" canopy policy of the Urban
Forestry Strategy.
·
Staff recommend that the applicant be required to provide a revised Arborist Report, Landscape
Plans, Site Servicing Plan, written permission from adjacent land owners for removal of any
shared or neighbouring trees, and additional confirmation, details and/or information, all as
noted in the Parks Memo dated November 18, 2020, and that this be reviewed and approved by
the Parks Department prior to a Public Hearing.
The applicant has stated a willingness to commit to the project being solar ready, and would
meet the required ·level of the BC Energy Step Code. The applicant has proposed a contribution
of $2,000 per unit (for a total of $46,000) to be paid to the Saanich Affordable Housing Fund.
This commitment would be secured by covenant with payment required prior to issuance of a
building permit. Staff recommend that the provision of an electric vehicle plug-in in each garage
also be secured by covenant. A housing agreement to prohibit a Strata Bylaw or Strata Council
from restricting rental of a dwelling unit for residential purposes is also recommended.
The application is broadly consistent with the Official Community Plan and adheres to its overall
vision for the Saanich Core Area including a pathway connection through the site in order to
improve connectivity through the area. For the above-noted reasons, staff support the Rezoning
and Development Application, subject to the recommendations outlined on page 1 of this
Report.
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DEVELOPMENT PERMIT
To:

3450 Whittier Developments Ltd., Inc. No. BC1103441
301 - 1106 Cook Street
Victoria BC V8V 3Z9
(herein called "the Owner")

1.

This Development Permit is issued subject to compliance with all of the Bylaws of the
Municipality applicable thereto, except as specifically varied by this Permit

2.

This Development Permit applies to the lands known and described as:

Lot 3, Section 7, Victoria District, Plan 4414
(3421 Harriet Road)
Lot 2, Section 7, Victoria District, Plan 4414
(3431 Harriet Road)
Lot 5, Section 7, Victoria District, Plan 4414
(3446 Whittier Avenue)
Lot 6, Section 7, Victoria District, Plan 4414
(3450 Whittier Avenue)
(herein called "the lands")

3.

This Development Permit further regulates the development of the lands as follows:
(a)

By varying the provisions of Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 7.3 and Table 7.1 to permit
the attached housing development to be constructed with a total of 39 parking
spaces (46 spaces required);

(b)

By varying the provisions of Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 520.5 (a) to permit a
building separation from the centre line of windows in a living room of 9.39 m
between Buildings B and C (15 m required);

(c)

By varying the provisions of Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 520.5 (b) to permit a
building separation from the centre line of windows in a habitable room other than a
living room of 9.02 m between Buildings A and B, 9.35 m between Buildings B and
C, and 7.23 m between Buildings C and D (12 m required);

(d)

By varying the provisior:is of Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 520.6 (a) (i) to permit a
setback of 2.63 m to the lot line abutting Harriet Road (7.5 m required);
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(e)

By varying the provisions of Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 520.6 (a) (ii) to permit a
setback of 3.0 m to the northerly interior side lot line and 1.53 m to the southerly
interior side lot line (7.5 m required);

(f)

By varying the provisions of Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 520.6 (a) (iii) to permit a
setback of 2.07 m to a rear lot line (10.5 m required);

(g)

By varying the provisions of.Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 520.6 (b) to permit a
maximum height of 10.67 m for Building A, 10.07 m for Building B, 10.29 m for
Building C, and 10.14 m for Building D (7 .5 m permitted);

(h)

By varying the provisions of Zoning Bylaw 2003, Section 520.8 (a) to permit the
Parking Area to occupy 53.9% of the surface of the lot, including garages (30%
permitted); and

(i)

By requiring the buildings and lands to be constructed and developed in accordance
with the plans prepared by Steller Architectural Consulting, BDM3d Architectural
Visualization, J.E. Anderson & Associates Surveyors - Engineers, and Murdoch de
Greeff Inc. Landscape Planning & Design, date stamped received November 19,
2020, copies of which are attached to and form part of this permit.

4.

The Owner shall substantially start the development within 24 months from the date of
issuance of the Permit, in default of which the Municipality may at its option upon 10 days
prior written notice to the Owner terminate this Permit and the Permit shall be null and void
and of no further force or effect.

5.

Notwith~tanding Clause 4, construction of driveways and parking areas, and delineation of
parking spaces shall be completed prior to the issuance of an Occupancy Permit.

6.

(a)

Prior to issuance of a Building Permit, the Owner shall provide to the Municipality
security by cash, certified cheque, or an irrevocable letter of credit in the amount of
$199,576.00 to guarantee the performance of the requirements of this Permit
respecting landscaping.

(b)

A Landscape Architect registered with the British Columbia Society of Landscape
Architects must be retained for the duration of the project until the landscaping
security has been released. Written letters of assurance must be provided at
appropriate intervals declaring the registered Landscape Architect, assuring that the
landscape work is done in accordance with the approved landscape plan, and
indicating a final site inspection confirming substantial compliance with the approved
landscape plan (BCSLA Schedules L-1, L-2, and L-3).

(c)

All landscaping must be served by an automatic underground irrigation system.

(d)

The owner must obtain from the contractor a minimum one-year warranty on
landscaping works, and the warranty must be transferable to subsequent owners of
the property within the warranty period. The warranty must include provision for a
further one-year warranty on materials planted to replace failed plant materials.

(e)

Any protective fencing of trees or covenant areas must be constructed, installed and
signed according to the specifications in Appendix X.
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(f)

No site activity shall take place prior to the installation of any required tree of
covenant fencing and the posting of "WARNING - Habitat Protection Area" signs.
The applicant must submit to the Planning Department a photograph(s) showing the
installed fencing and signs. Damage to, or moving of, any protective fencing will
result in an immediate stop work order and constitute a $1,000 penalty.

(g)

The landscaping requirements of this Permit shall be completed within four months
of the date of issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy for the development, in
default of which the Municipality may enter upon the lands, through its employees or
agents, and complete, correct or repair the landscaping works at the cost of the
Owner and may apply the security, interest at the rate payable by the Municipality for
prepaid taxes.

(h)

In the event that any tree identified for retention is destroyed, removed or fatally
injured, a replacement tree shall be planted in the same location by the Owner in
accordance with the replacement guidelines as specified within the Saanich Tree
and Vegetation Retention, Relocation and Replacement Guidelines. The
replacement tree shall be planted within 30 days of notice from the Municipality in
default of which the Municipality may enter upon the lands and carry out the works
and may apply the security provided herein in payment of the cost of the works. For
the purpose of this section, existing trees identified for retention and new trees
planted in accordance with the landscape plan attached to and forming part of this
permit shall be deemed to be "trees to be retained".

7.

The lands shall be developed strictly in accordance with the terms and conditions and
provisions of this Permit and shall comply with all Municipal bylaws except for those
provisions specifically varied herein. Minor variations which do not affect the overall
building and landscape design and appearance may be permitted by the Director of
Planning or in her absence, the Manager of Current Planning.

8.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 7 of this Permit the following changes will be
permitted and not require an amendment to this Permit:
(a)

When the height or siting of a building or structure is varied 20 cm or less provided,
however, that this variance will not exceed the maximum height or siting
requirements of the Zoning Bylaw.

(b)

Changes to the relative location and size of doors and windows on any fac;ade which
do not alter the general character of the design or impact the privacy of neighbouring
properties following consultation with the Director of Planning, or Manager of
Current Planning in her absence.

(c)

Where items noted under Section 8(b) are required to comply with the Building
Code and/or the Fire Code and those changes are not perceptible from a road or
adjacent property.

(d)

Changes to soft landscaping provided the changes meet or exceed the standards
contained on the landscape plans forming part of this Permit.
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9.

The terms and conditions contained in this Permit shall enure to the benefit of and be
binding upon the Owner, their executors, heirs and administrators, successors and
assigns as the case may be or their successors in title to the land.

10.

This Permit is not a Building Permit.

AUTHORIZING RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL ON THE
-------

ISSUED THIS

DAY OF

- - - - - 20
DAY OF

20

Municipal Clerk
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PROTECTIVE FENCING FOR TREES AND COVENANT AREAS

Protective fencing around trees and covenant areas is an important requirement in eliminating
or minimizing damage to habitat in a development site.
Prior to any activities taking place on a development site, the applicant must submit a photo
showing installed fencing and "WARNING - Habitat Protection Area" signs to the Planning
Department.
Specifications:
• Must be constructed using 2" by 4" wood framing and supports, or modular metal fencing
• Robust and solidly staked in the ground
• Snow fencing to be affixed to the frame using zip-ties or galvanized staples
• Must have a "WARNING - HABITAT PROTECTION AREA" sign affixed on every fence face
or at least every 1O linear metres

Note: Damage to, or moving of, protective
fencing will result in a stop work order and a
$1,000 penalty.
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Schedule "C"
TREE PROTECTION FENCING
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Tree Protection Fencing Specifications:

1. The fence will be constructed using 38 x 89 mm (2" x 4") wood frame:
Top, Bottom and Posts. *
Use orange snow fencing mesh and secure to the wood frame with "zip" ties or
galvanized staples.
2. Attach a sign with minimum size of 407 mm x 610 mm (16" x 24") with the following
wording:
DO NOT ENTER - Tree Protection Zone (For retained trees) or;
DO NOT ENTER - Future Tree Planting Zone (For tree planting sites)
This sign must be affixed on every fence face or at least every 10 linear metres.
* In rocky areas, metal posts (t-bar or rebar) drilled into rock will be accepted .

/

DATE: November 2019
SCALE: N.T.S.

,
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~
ENGINEERING

Memo
To:

Planning Department

From:

Jason Hodgins

Date:

October 16, 2020

Subject:

Servicing Requirements for the Proposed Development- REVISED

PROJECT: TO REZONE FROM RS-6 TO RT-5 TO CONSTRUCT A 23
TOWNHOUSE PROJECT
SITE ADDRESS: 3450 WHITTIER AVE
PIO: 006-119-875
LEGAL: LOT 6 SECTION 7 VICTORIA DISTRICT PLAN 4414
DEV. SERVICING FILE: SVS02195
PROJECT NO: PRJ2018-00831
The above noted application for rezoning & Development Permit has been circulated to the
Engineering Department for comment. A list of servicing requirements has be.en attached on
the following page(s). To allow Council to deal effectively with this application, we would
appreciate confirmation, prior to the Public Hearing, that the applicant agrees to complete the
servicing requirements. Should there be any disagreement with any of these requirements, it
should be discussed with the undersigned prior to the Public Hearing.

~
~ Hodgins

Development Services Manager

cc: Harley Machielse, Director of Engineering
General lnfonnation on Deye!opment Servicing
Servicing requirements are stated at this time for the applicanfs information. The requirements must be met prior to building permit
Issuance, Including consolidation or subdivialon, payments and/or deposits.
Services which must be installed by a developer must be designed by a Professional Engineer hired by the developer and installed
under the Engineer's supervision. The design must be approved prior to building permit issuance. The approval process may take
up to 30 working days of staff time to complete circulations and request revisions of the Engineer. Certain circumstances can
lengthen the approval process.
A Fmanclal sheet is Issued with the design drawing which wiU state:
1) The estimated cost of developer Installed servicing plus 20% which must be deposited.
2) The estimated cost of Muni~pal installed servic:ing which must be paid.
3) The Development Cost Charges payable.
4) Any special conditions which must be met
This Information is not intended to be a complete guide to development procedures. A more complete
Sec:llon 2 of the Engineering Specifications, Schedule H to Bylaw 7452 (Subdivision Bylaw).

E_Merno Serv Requirement Ur Zoning Revised
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Development Servicing Requirements
Development File: SVS02195
Civic Address: 3450 WHITTIER AVE

Date: Oct 16, 2020

Page: 1

1. A catchment analysis of the storm system serving the proposed development is required to determine if it has additional capacity
to support the development The calculations must Include existing flow conditions, calculated In accordance with schedule H, and will
include the entire catchment that the development is within upstream of DMH004967, which is approximately 11 Om west of Harriet
Road on Lurline Avenue.
2. All proposed building and parking areas must be drained In accordance with the BC Building Code requirements.
3. Storm water management must be provided in accordance with the requirements of Schedule H "Engineering Specifications" of
Subdivision By-law. This subdivision/development is within Type II watershed area which requires storm water storage, oil/grit
separator or grass swale and sediment basin. For further details, refer to section 3.5.16, Storm Water Management and Erosion
Control of Schedule H "Engineering Specifications" of Subdivision By-law.

General
1. The building is required to comply with the 2018 BC Building Code and Municipal Bylaws. Building and plumbing permits will be
required for an works.
2. A construction fire safety plan for the project is to be prepared in accordance with the BC Fire Code and submitted prior to issuing
a building permit Two draft plans (1 hard copy/1 digital) are to be submitted to the Fire Prevention Division for review and comment A
$100 review fee is to be paid (cash or cheque) at the time of submission.
3. This proposal is subject to the prevailing municipal development cost charges.
4. Underground utilities design brief (tech memo) must be prepared by a P. Eng. indicating existing conditions, proposed storm drain,
water and sanitary sewer loading/demand and design criteria applied/assumptions made. Also, provide comments on impacts to
existing storm drain flows as relates to location of development site within greater catchment area to first point of intersection with
downstream trunk main at DMH004967 on Lurline Avenue (450 mm pipe on downstream side). Provide plan of project site and
infrastructure to determine trunk intersection and/or outfall. The District will determine necessary system improvements as a result of
proposed development (incomplete, does not consider existing drainage flow. See point 1 under Drain).
5. Ali relevant precautions in Part 8 of the BC Building Code "Safety Measures at Construction and Demolition Sites" must be
provided by the contractor prior to issuance of the building permit
6. Demolition Permits wiH be required to remove the existing buildings.

Hydro/tel
1. Underground wiring service connection is required to serve this proposed development

f6)1E~~ow~rir
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1. 3.048 m wide property dedication is required along the entire frontage of this development on Whittier Avenue.
2. Street lights (LED) are required on the existing poles fronting 3444 Whittier Avenue and 3421 Harriet Road.
3. Harriet Road, fronting this development, must be improved to 11.0m Urban-Residential standards for multiple dwellings with a
5.5m road width including 2.4m parking bay complete with monolithic non-mountable concrete curb, gutter and 2.0m wide sidewalk.
The existing road, fronting this development. must be reconstructed to the centre One.
4. Whittier Avenue, fronting this development, must be improved to 8.5m Urban-Residential standards complete with non-mountable
curb and gutter. Cash in-lieu will be required for future a future separated sidewalk.
5. Proposed driveway must conform to the Driveway Access Bylaw••
6. A minimum 2.0m accessible public walkway, constructed in accordance with municipal specifications, is required along the south
\\lmagine\Tempest81n\T8PROO\INHOUSE\COIH002.QRP

DISTRICT OF SAANICH

Development Servicing Requirements
Development File: SVS02195
Civic Address: 3450 WHITTIER AVE
Page: 2 ·

Date: Oct 16, 2020

side of the development, between Harriet Road and Whittier Avenue, per policy 9.9 in the Saanich Core Local Area Plan. Road
dedication will be required for the walkway.

7. A new crosswak with an appropriate wheel chair ramp will be constructed across Harriet Road on the north side of its intersection
with Lurline Ave at the terminus of the walkway.
·

1. An appropriately sized sewer connection is required from the existing main on Harriet Road to serve this development.
2. The existing connections are to be disconnected. The existing connection to 3450 Whittler Avenue Is to be disconnected on
Regina Avenue.

1. A suitably sized water service must be installed to serve the proposed development in accordance with AWWA Manual M22.
2. The existing water services must be disconnected.
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December 7th 2018
Corporation of the District of Saanich
770 Vernon Ave.
Victoria, BC V8X 2W7
Attn:

Mayor and Council

Re:

Sustainability Statement: 3421, 3431 Harriet Rd & 3446, 3450 Whittier Ave

Dear Mayor and Council,
The 24-unit proposed townhome development at the site comprised of 3421, 3431 Harriet Rd and 3446, 3450 Whittier
Ave incorporates numerous sustainability features as outlined below.

1.

Environmental Indicators:
la. Ecological Protection and Restoration:
The site is not located near any major watercourses, lakes, flood plains, marine shoreline, riparian
areas, or within a sensitive ecosystem requiring restoration. While trees will be removed from the
interior of the site we propose to introduce native plantings throughout the project with a mix of
deciduous and coniferous trees, and deciduous shrubs.
lb. Green Design and Construction:
We understand that Saanich is on track to adopt BC Energy Step Code by 2019. Although the exact
details of the implementation are still emerging, we will plan to construct the project to comply
with the BC Energy Step Code's performance-based energy efficiency targets. We will use energy
modelling software and on-site testing to demoristrate that the development is designed and
constructed to meet the requirements of the BC Energy Step Code.
Other passive design features have also been incorporated into the design. The careful building
orientation and planting of new deciduous trees around the site assists in the solar shading in the
summer months (when the canopies are full) and passive solar gain during the winter months
(when the leaves have fallen). As described elsewhere in this document, on site stormwater
management will also be provided.

2.

Soclal Indicators:
2a. Community Consultation:
An overview of the consultation and design process is provided in the includt11_.~~~ra-mi:i·Wt'--~
.• ~l!'r.".- - - --

As it indicates, a series of door-to-door sessions were conducted with the nh
es
ll
~~ ~W~
- 200m of the site. We found the majority of the neighbourhood was excite~ o~· ~~~
family-oriented housing stock added to their community. Numerous emails ~1
were left with residents who were unavailable during door-to-door sessi n . A
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presented to the local Mount View Colquitz Community Association twice over the course of six
months. The culmination of the community consultation was an Open House where both the local
residents and interested members of the Mount View. Colquitz Community Association were
invited.
2b. Location and Density:
The subject property is located within the Saanich Core Local Area Plan. A sustainable vision for this
neighbourhood is one that includes a range of housing options and adapts to the densification of
this hub. The addition of3 storeytownhomes is an urbane form of intensification within the Saanich
Core and sets a positive precedent of quality new gentle housing stock.
Unfortunately, the region Is currently facing a housing crisis and requires rapid growth in order to
offset the growing cost of living. Town home developments allow for the addition of housing stock,
providing an alternative to the traditional, costly and unsustainable single-family home.
2c. Community Character and Livability:
The architecture and landscape were carefully designed to complement the neighbourhood . The
architecture of the homes have been designed with traditional forms including steep pitched roofs
and gables and balancing these with contemporary elements such as flat roof canopies at front
entries suspended from metal cables and fixtures. The landscaping is designed to elevate the public
experience along the Harriet Road frontage, creating an engaging experience through front doors,
patios, and layered landscaping that reflects tne traditional pattern of single family home
entrances. The new sidewalk, on street parking area, and layered plantings create a more visually
interestir:ig experience with front patios carefully designed to be separate enough to remain
comfortable for the residents, but also close enough to the sidewalk to allow for impromptu social
interac;tions strengthening neighbourhood connections.
Livability for both the residents of the proposed townhomes and the adjacent homes was also
carefully considered. New trees were strategically placed to screen adjacent properties and provide
appealing greenspace.
2d. Transportation:
The site is in close proximity to numerous significant transit hubs, employment, and recreational
centres. Uptown mall and Tillicum Centre, both attractive commercial and employment areas, are
within easy walking distance. Rudd Park, Taylor Park, Regina park, and Hampton Park are also a
short walk from the proposed townhome development offering ample recreational and leisure
opportunit ies for all ages. The proposed development would offer an attractive option to those
looking to live, work, and play in the area and who would also be interested in walking or cycling to
work. The Galloping Goose Trail offers an active alternative to traditional modes of commuting; as
well, Uptown Centre provides a valuable public transportation hub just a short walk away.
3.

Economic Indicators:
3a. Employment:
The construction of the proposed 24-unit town home development will generate employment for
local contractors and sub-trades. Additionally, as previously stated, the location of the development
will bring much needed multifamily housing options adjacent the Saanich Core's Commercial and
Industrial land.
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3b. Diversification and Enhancement:
With the 24-units that will be provided on this site (replacing the 3 single-family homes) we expect
to see a rise in the tax base. The increase in residents will also benefit the local economy and nearby
businesses.
3c. Efficient Infrastructure and Operational Cost Savings:
The proposed development will be tying into the existing municipal infrastructure and services. As
per the municipal guidelines the stormwater will be captured on site, cleaned and slowly released
back into the municipal infrastructure to mitigate potential negative stormwater impacts.

The proposed project at 3421/3431 Harriet Road and 3446/3450 Whittier Avenue strives to create a sustainable
and vibrant addition to the community that will help guide further change t hroughout t he Uptown Douglas
Corridor.
Sincerely,

Nicholas Standeven
Development Manager
T 250.883.5579 C 778.677.0816
E nstandeven@abstractdevelopments.com
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October 22°d, 2020
Corporation of the District of Saanich
770 Vernon Ave.
Victoria, BC V8X 2W7 .
Attn:

Mayor and Council, Chuck Bell, Planner

Re:

Proposed Community Amenity Contribution (CAC)

3450 Whittier Avenu

ezoning and Development Permit

Dear Mayor and Council
In consideration of the proposed 23- unit town home development at 3450 Whittier Avenue Road, Abstract Developments
would like to offer a Community Amenity Contribution of $2,000 per unit ($46,000) to be allocated to the Saanich
Affordability Housing Fund.
In response to comments and feedback received from District of Saanich Planning Staff, Abstract has determined that a
contribution directed towards the housing crisis currently impacting Saanich and the Capital Region would provide the
greatest benefit to the community.
The Saanich Affordable Housing Fund, in conjunction with the Regional Housing Trust Fund are vital tools for the local nonprofit housing providers which they are skilled in leveraging to create affordable and subsidized units in the region.
If there are any questions about our proposed Community Amenity Contribution, please feel free to reach out at any time.

Best regards,

Ben Smith
Development Manager
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DEVELOPMENT PERMIT APPLICATION

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT STATEMENT
Parcel Address:
Applicant:

s~~b- 3Ll'f>Q Whr\\\f.'\ A'!".!. ~ 34~\> olf3\ f tlarne.t ~~0. E. A~1rov'l t Asbo c,\a\.ets

Date:
Contact Person:
Telephone:

Stonn water management Is reviewed as part of the Development Permit Review process.
Applications ere required to meet
1. The Engineering Specifications detailed In Section 3.5.16 of Schedule •H" of the
Subdivision Bylaw, 7452; and
2. The intent of the Development Permit guidelines:
a) Deyelooment Permit Areas #1, 2. 3. 6. through 15. 17. 18. 20. 21. 22. 23
• The total Impervious cover of the site should minimize Impact on the receiving
aquatic environment Consideration should be given to reducing Impervious
cover through reduction In building footprint and paved areas.
• Stonn water runoff controls should replicate the natural runoff regime, The
controls could Include on-site Infiltration, storage In ponds or constructed
wetlands, sand filtration and creative road/curb configurations.
b) Develooment Pennlt Area #27
Maintain pre-development hydrological characteristics should by the following
means: ·
• minimize impervious surfaces.
• return the stonn water runoff from Impervious surfaces of the development to
natural hydrologic pathways In the ground to the extent reasonably permitted by
site conditions, and treat, store and slowly release the remainder per the
specifications of Schedule H to the Subdivision Bylaw.
• minimize alteration of the contours of the land outside the areas approved for
buildings, structures and site accesses by minimizing the deposit of fill and
removal of soil, and
• minimize the removal of native trees outside the areas approved for buildings,
structures and site accesses.

"April 2019

Stormwater Management Statement FORM: APPLB
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Keeping in mind the requirements of Schedule "H", describe how your storm water management concept
will meet the intent of the relevant development permit guidelines. Provide details on types of treatment
systems that will be used, considering the following questions:
a) WHI there be an Increase or decrease In impervious area compared to existing conditions?
b) What percentage of the site will be Impervious cover compared to existing conditions?
c) How will impervious surface area be minimized (e.g. minimizing paved area and building footprints,
pervlous paving, green roofing, absorbent landscaping)?
d) How will the proposed system detain and regulate flows and improve storm water quality (e.g.
· Infiltration systems, engineered wetlands, bloswales)?
e) If the intent of the guideline cannot be met, explain why.
Use additional pages If necessary. Attach plans If available; detailed engineering plans will be required as
part of the Building Permit process.
NOTE: Meeting the Development Permit guidelines and Issuance of a Development Permit does
not relieve the requirements of Schedule "H" of the Subdivision Bylaw.
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If you require clarification, please contact:
The District of Saanlch • Planning Department • 3nt Floor • Municipal Hall
no Vernon Avenue • Victoria • BC • V8X 2W7
Tel: 250-475-5471 Fax: 250-475-5430

Stormwater Management Statement FORM: APPL8
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
Consulting Arborists

3450 Whittier Ave Development,
Saanich
Construction Impact Assessment &
Tree Preservation Plan
Prepared For:

3450 Whittier Developments Ltd.
301-1106 Cook Street
Victoria BC V8V 3Z9

Prepared By:

Talbot, Mackenzie & Associates
Michael Marcucci
ISA Certified # ON-1943A
TRAQ - Qualified

Date of Issuance:

Draft #1: June 7, 2019
Draft #2: June 11, 2019

Box 48153 RPO- Uptown Victoria, BC V8Z 7H6
Ph: (250) 4 79-8733
Fax: (250) 479-7050
Email: tmtreehelp@gmail.com
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Consulting Arborists

Civic Address:

3446 and 3450 Whittier Ave, 3421 and 3431 Harriet Rd

Date of Site Visits:

November 9, 2018-May 31, 2019

Site Conditions:

Residential lots. No ongoing construction activity.

Summary: All of the trees on the subject property (including 5 bylaw protected trees) will be
removed with the exception of Hawthorn #579. Root loss is likely for the Hawthorn, but we
anticipate it can be retained. Exploratory excavations were conducted to assess the potential
building impacts to neighbour's trees NT#9 and 10. Based on the lack of roots observed in these
areas and the remaining undisturbed root zones, we do not anticipate these trees will be impacted
by the building. However, the strata roadway is currently showing paving extending to within the
trunks of trees NT #7 and 9 and it has not been confirmed whether finished grading will allow the
retention of the root systems of neighbour's trees NT #7, 8 and 9.
Scope of Assignment:
•

•

•
•

To inventory the existing bylaw protected trees and any trees on municipal or neighbouring
properties that could potentially be impacted by construction or that are within three metres of
the property line
Review the proposal to demolish the existing houses and construct a 24 unit residential
townhouse development, which includes the installation of hydro, telecommunications, water,
and sanitary sewer services as well as stormwater management infrastructure.
Comment on how construction activity may impact existing trees
Prepare a tree retention and construction damage mitigation plan for those trees deemed
suitable to retain given the proposed impacts

Methodology:
•

•
•
•

•

The site is within a Development Permit Area and therefore we visually examined the trees on
the property and prepared an inventory of all trees measuring l Ocm in diameter or greater in
the attached Tree Resource Spreadsheet.
Each tree was identified using a numeric metal tag attached to its lower trunk. Municipal trees
and neighbours' trees were not tagged.
Information such as tree species, DBH (l .4m), crown spread, critical root zone (CRZ), health,
structure, and relative tolerance to construction impacts were included in the inventory.
The conclusions reached were based on the information provided within the attached building
plans from Steller Architectural Consulting (dated June 7, 2019) and Landscape Plan (Murdoch
de Greeflnc, June 10, 2019)
A Tree Protection Site Plan was created by adding comments to the Site Plan provided

3450 Whittier Ave Development- Tree Preservation Plan
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Limitations:
•

Other than in the locations specified, no other exploratory excavations have been conducted
and thus the conclusions reached are based on information gathered from the areas explored as
well as on critical root zone calculations, observations of site conditions, and our best
judgement using our experience and expertise. The location, size and density ofroots are often
difficult to predict without comprehensive exploratory excavations and therefore the impacts
to the trees may be more or less severe than we anticipate.

•

The installation of hydro and telecommunications services (not shown on the serv1cmg
drawings) could result in additional tree impacts.

Summary of Tree Resource: 45 trees were inventoried, 6 of which are bylaw protected trees on
the subject property. An additional 4 trees, owned or co-owned by neighbours, may also be bylaw
protected.
Trees to be Removed: All of the trees entirely on the subject property will be removed with the
exception of Hawthorn #579.
Potential Impacts on Trees to be Retained and Mitigation Measures
Hawthorn #579 (-45 and -35cm DBH)- Building A (slab-on-grade, no basement) will be located
3.5m from the trunk of this tree. With lm of working room, we anticipate excavation for the
foundation will be 2.5m north-east from the trunk of the tree at its closest point. This area is
currently a compacted gravel driveway. If the "Paved Surfaces Above Tree Roots" specifications
below are not followed during excavation for the sidewalk (approximately 2m west of the tree),
this will likely result in additional root loss. Some root loss is also possible for the excavation to
install the new water service, approximately 3.5m north of the tree. No canopy pruning will be
required for building clearance.
Health impacts are a possibility from the potential cumulative root loss and there is already some
twig dieback observed within the canopy of the tree. The existing health stress may be exacerbated
by the potential root loss. However, the stability is unlikely to be impacted and Hawthorns are
typically tolerant ofroot loss. We have listed the status of this tree as "to be determined" based on
the potential health impacts.

Strata Road Impacts to NT #7-9:
NT#7 (32cm, Douglas-fir), NT#S (lScm, Birch), NT #9 (35cm, Douglas-fir)
If these neighbour's or shared trees (3446 Whittier Ave) are to be preserved, the strata road within
their critical root zones will have to be constructed as per our recommendations in the "Paved
Surfaces Above Tree Roots" section below. However, the plans currently show paving for road
extending to the property line in this area (through the trunks of the trees). If trees NT #7 and #9
are to be retained, an area of soft-scape must be created to allow space for the trunks of the trees
and future trunk and buttress root growth. It has not been confirmed whether there is enough space
for vehicle access within the drive aisle to allow this. It has also not been confrrmed whether the
3450 Whittier Ave Development - Tree Preservation Plan
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final grading of the paved surfacing can be raised enough to allow the retention of the root systems
of these trees, We have therefore listed the retention status of these three trees as ''to be
determined."
In terms of canopy loss, NT#7 would require crown raising of lower branches to attain the desired
vehicle clearance, but we do not anticipate this will have a significant impact on the health of the
tree. Pruning should be completed by an ISA Certified Arborist prior to the start of construction.
The neighbour should be notified of the potential impacts to their trees.

Building D Impacts to NT #9 (35cm, Douglas-fir) and NT #10 (25cm, Colorado Blue Spruce)
NT#9 is under shared ownership and NT #10 is under shared ownership or sole ownership of the
neighbour at 3446 Whittier Ave. The trunk of each tree will be approximately 3.5m from
foundation of Building D, which will be a slab-on-grade- construction with no basement. With Im
of working room for foundation forming and perimeter drain installation, we anticipate excavation
will be 2.5m from each tree.
To assess the potential root loss, exploratory excavations were conducted 2.5m from the trees at
approximately the locations shown on the attached tree site plan (photos are included at the end of
this report). A l .6m long trench was excavated north of the Douglas-fir to a depth of 40-50cm,
upon which a hard clay layer was encountered. No roots were encountered from the Douglas-fir.
A small 50cm wide and 25cm deep test hole was dug 2.5m from NT#IO and one lcm root was
observed. Based on these observations, we anticipate limited root'loss and that neither tree will be
significantly impacted by the development. New wind exposure is possible as a result of the
removal of the Douglas-firs on the subject property.
Excavation for the foundation and for the rear patios, should be completed under the supervision
of the project arborist. The rear patios should be constructed in such a way that avoids additional
root loss (most of the patios will be within the area already excavated for the foundation). If a
significant amount of surface roots are encountered within the patio area, the project arborist may
recommend reducing the size of the rear patio behind Unit 18. The patio may have to be sunken
and a small 10-20cm tall retaining wall constructed to avoid grade changes and additional root
loss.
No pruning will be required ofNT#lO. Minor building and balcony clearance will be required of
NT#9, which will result in one 3cm limb and 3 x 2-3cm limbs being pruned. Pruning should be
completed at the framing stage of the project and final cuts should be made by an ISA Certified
Arborist.

NT#l 7 Leyland Cypress (-17, 15, 5cm) - This neighbour's hedge is located within 2m of the
existing garage. We recommend the existing garage foundation be removed under the direction of
the project arborist; protective fencing may be recommended afterward.
NT#20 Cherry (-55cm DBH)- Note that this tree is in significant health decline and we anticipate
it will continue to decline regardless of impacts from the new driveway.
3450 Whittier Ave Development - Tree Preservation Plan
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•

Arborist Supervision: All excavation occurring within the critical root zones of protected
trees should be completed under supervision by the project arborist. In particular, the following
activities should be completed under the direction of the project arborist:

•
•
•
•
•

NT#7-9: Excavation associated with constructing the strata road
NT#9 and 10 - Excavation for the foundation of Building D and for the rear patios
Hawthorn #579: Excavation associated with the foundation excavation for Building A,
the new water service and the new sidewalk
NT#l 7: Removal of the existing garage foundation .
Installation of any underground services (such as underground hydro or
telecommunciations) within the CRZs of trees to be retained

•

Pruning Roots: Any severed roots must be pruned back to sound tissue to reduce wound
surface area and encourage rapid compartmentalization of the wound. Backfilling the
excavated area around the roots should be done as soon as possible to keep the roots moist and
aid in root regeneration. Ideally, the area surrounding exposed roots should be watered; this is
particularly important if excavation occurs or the roots are exposed during a period of drought.
This can be accomplished in a number of ways, including wrapping the roots in burlap or
installing a root curtain of wire mesh lined with burlap, and watering the area periodically
throughout the construction process.

•

Barrier fencing: The areas surrounding the trees to be retained should be isolated from the
construction activity by erecting protective barrier fencing, as shown on the attached tree site
plan. Protective fencing should be in place until the driveway is to be constructed.

The barrier fencing must be a minimum of 4 feet in height, of solid frame construction that is
attached to wooden or metal posts. A solid board or rail must run between the posts at the top
and the bottom of the fencing. This solid frame can then be covered with plywood, or flexible
snow fencing. The fencing must be erected prior to the start of any construction activity on site
(i.e. demolition, excavation, construction), and remain in place through completion of the
project. ·Signs should be posted around the protection zone to declare it off limits to all
construction related activity. The project arborist must be consulted before this fencing is
removed or moved for any purpose.
•

Minimizing Soil Compaction: In areas where construction traffic must encroach into the
critical root zones oftrees to be retained, efforts must be made to reduce soil compaction where
possible by displacing the weight of machinery and foot traffic. This can be achieved by one
of the following methods:

•
•
•
•

Installing a layer of hog fuel or coarse wood chips at least 20 cm in depth and
maintaining it in good condition until construction is complete.
Placing medium weight geotextile cloth over the area to b_e used and installing a layer
of crushed rock to a depth of 15 cm over top.
Placing two layers of 19mm plywood.
Placing steel plates.

3450 Whittier Ave Development - Tree Preservation Plan
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Demolition of the existing building: The demolition of the existing house and any services
that must be removed or abandoned, must take the critical root zone of the trees to be retained
into account. If any excavation or machine access is required within the critical root zones of
trees to be retained, it must be completed under the supervision and direction of the project
arborist. If temporarily removed for demolition, barrier fencing must be erected immediately
after the supervised demolition.

•

Paved Surfaces Above Tree Roots:
If the new paved surfaces within the CRZ ofretained trees require excavation down to bearing
soil and roots are encountered in this area, this could impact the health or stability of the
retained trees. If tree retention is desired, a raised and permeable paved surface should be
constructed in the areas within the critical root zone of the trees.

The objective is to avoid root loss and to instead raise the paved surface and its base layer
above the roots. This may result in the grade of the paved surface being raised above the
existing grade (the amount depending on how close roots are to the surface and the depth of
the paving material and base layers). Final grading plans should take this potential change into
account. This may also result in soils which are high in organic content being left intact below
the paved area.
Within the CRZs, the project arborist should supervise any excavation associated with
constructing these hard surfaces, including the removal of the existing paving or turf. If an
excavator machine is used, the project arborist may recommend this be completed in
combination with hand-digging and using a flat-edged bucket to avoid accidental root damage.
If significant roots are encountered, excavation should be stopped and a geogrid material (such
as CombiGrid 30/30 or similar) placed over the area to reduce compaction and to disperse
weight over soils high in organics and roots. The base material for the paving should be placed
above this material and should be well-draining (filter cloth or geotextile fabric may be
recommended to separate coarse and fine layers in order to ensure this layer is well-aerated).
Ultimately, a geotechnical engineer should be consulted and in consultation with the project
arborist, may specify their own materials and methods that are specific to the site's grading,
soil conditions and requirements, while also avoiding root loss, reducing compaction to the
sub-grade and ensuring long-term permeability.

To allow water to drain into the root systems below, the project arborist may recommend that
the surface be made of a permeable material (instead of conventional asphalt or concrete) such
as permeable asphalt, paving stones, or other porous paving materials and designs such as those
utilized by Grasspave, Gravelpave, Grasscrete and open-grid systems.
•

Mulching: Mulching can be an important proactive step in maintaining the health of trees and
mitigating construction related impacts and overall stress. Mulch should be made from a
natural material such as wood chips or bark pieces and be 5-8cm deep. No mulch should be
touching the trunk of the tree. See "methods to avoid soil compaction" if the area is to have
heavy traffic.

3450 Whittier Ave Development - Tree Preservation Plan
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•

Blasting: Care must be taken to ensure that the area of blasting does not ex.tend beyond the
necessary footprints and into the critical root zones of surrounding trees. The use of small lowconcussion charges and multiple small charges designed to pre-shear the rock face will reduce
fracturing, ground vibration, and overall impact on the surrounding environment. Only
explosives of low phytotoxicity and techniques that minimize tree damage should be used.
Provisions must be made to ensure that blasted rock and debris are stored away from the critical
root zones of trees.

•

Scaffolding: This assessment has not included impacts from potential scaffolding including
canopy clearance pruning requirements. If scaffolding is necessary and this will require
clearance pruning ofretained trees, the project arborist should be consulted. Depending on the
ex.tent of pruning required, the project arborist may recommend that alternatives to full
scaffolding be considered such as hydraulic lifts, ladders or platforms. Methods to avoid soil
compaction may also be recommended (see "Minimizing Soil Compaction" section).

•

Landscaping and Irrigation Systems: The planting of new trees and shrubs should not
damage the roots of retained trees. The installation of any in-ground irrigation system must
take into account the critical root zones of the trees to be retained. Prior to installation, we
recommend the irrigation technician consult with the project arborist about the most suitable
locations for the irrigation lines and how best to mitigate the impacts on the trees to be retained.
This may require the project arborist supervise the excavations associated with installing the
irrigation system. Excessive frequent irrigation and irrigation which wets the trunks of trees
can have a detrimental impact on tree health and can lead to root and trunk decay.

•

Arborist Role: It is the responsibility of the client or his/her representative to contact the
project arborist for the purpose of:
o Locating the barrier fencing
o Reviewing the report with the project foreman or site supervisor
o Locating work zones, where required
o Supervising any excavation within the critical root zones of trees to be retained
o Reviewing and advising of any pruning requirements for machine clearances

•

Review and site meeting: Once the project receives approval, it is important that the project
arborist meet with the principals involved in the project to revie:iv the information contained
herein. It is also important that the arborist meet with the site foreman or supervisor before any
site clearing, tree removal, demolition, or other construction activity occurs and to confirm the
locations of the tree protection barrier fencing.
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Exploratory Excavation Photos

Photo# 1: Exploratory excavation 2.5m from Douglas-fir NT #9 (left).

---------------

--------·-·-------- ---··
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Photo #2: Close up of exploratory trench 2.5m from Douglas-fir NT #9. Old decayed roots
from another species of tree were encountered, but no Douglas-fir roots.

Photo #3: Exploratory test trench 2.5m from NT# 10.
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Photo #4: Close up of small trench 2.5m from NT#lO.

Please do not hesitate to call us at (250) 4 79-8733 should you have any further questions.
Thank you,

Michael Marcucci
ISA Certified # ON- I 943A
TRAQ - Qualified
Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
ISA Certified Consulting Arborists
Encl. 3-page tree resource spreadsheet, I-page tree site plan, I-page Landscape Plan, I-page
Servicing Plan, I6-page building plans, I-page barrier fencing specifications, 2-page tree
resource spreadsheet methodology and definitions
Disclosure Statement
The tree inventory attached to the Tree Preservation Plan can be characterized as a limited visual assessment from the ground and should not be
interpreted as a "risk assessment" of the trees included.
Arborists are professionals who examine trees and use their training, knowledge and experience to recommend techniques and procedures that
will improve their health and structure or to mitigate associated risks.
Trees are living organisms, whose health and structure change, and are influenced by age, continued growth, climate, weather conditions, and
insect and disease pathogens. Indicators of structural weakness and disease are often hidden within the tree structure or beneath the ground. It is
not possible for an Arborist to identify every flaw or condition that could result in fililure or can he/she guarantee that the tree will remain healthy
and free of risk.
Remedial care and mitigation measures recommended are based on the visible and detectable indicators present at the time of the examination
and cannot be guaranteed to alleviate all symptoms or to mitigate all risk posed.
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Original Inventory Date: November 9, 2018
Property Is within Development Permit Area

21, 17, 13

Crown
Spread
(m)
4.0

Pear

Pyrusspp

20, 16, 15

4.0

4.0

572

Plum

Prunusspp

16.0

2.0

2.0

M

Fair

Fair

573

Eucalyptus

Eucalyptus spp

7.0

2.0

LS

M

Good

Good

S74

Plum

13.0

3.0

LS

M

Fair

575

Prunusspp
Chamaecyparis
Hinoki Cypress obtusa

14.0

3.0

L5

M

576

Lilac

Syringa vu/garis

13.0

3.0

1.5

577

Cherry

lS.O

4.0

S78

London Plane

Prunusspp
Platanusx
acerifo/ia

45.0

14.0

Common
Tree ID Name
570 Apple
571

DBH (cm)

Latin Name
Malusspp
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Inventoried trees with DBH lOcm or greater

- approximate

Protected
under Bylaw

Relative

CRZ
(m)
4.0

Toleranc
e

M

Health
Fair

M

Fair

Structure Remarks and Recommendations
Fair
Fruit tree pruned. Large pruning wounds.
Fair

#9272

Retention
Status
Removal

Fruit tree pruned

Removal

Fruit tree pruned

Removal

Over S metres in height

Removal

Fair

Fruit tree. Pruning wounds. Against shed.

Removal

Good

Fair

Topped. Blue cultivar

Removal

G

Good

Good

Against fence, multistem shrub

Removal

2.0

M

Good

Good

4.S

G

Good

Fair

Removal
Removal

Hawthorn
Purple Leaf
Plum

Crataegus spp
Prunus
cerasifera

-45,35

s.o

6.5

G

Fair

Fair

Potentially native Black Hawthorn. Codominant at base.
DBH inaccessible due to shoots and thorns. Some twig
dieback within canopy.

36.0

7.0

4.5

M

Good

Fair

Girdling root. Pruning wounds and branch stubs.

Removal

flex aquifo/ium

27,20

3.0

4.0

G

Fair

Fair

Removal

Thuja p/icata

21.0

5.0

3.0

p

Poor

Fair

Small amount of tip dieback. Codominant at base
Dieback at tips of leaders .with some new growth. Pruned
limbs

S83

Holly
Western Red
Cedar
Western Red
Cedar

25.0

4.0

4.0

p

Poor

Good

Stunted growth with small branch dieback

Removal

584

Douglas-fir

28.0

5.0

4.0

p

Poor

Poor

Topped, stunted growth, dieback.

Removal

S8S

Douglas-fir

25.0

6.0

4.0

p

Poor

Poor

Topped, stunted growth, dieback. Two new leaders

Removal

586

Douglas-fir

30.0

6.0

4.5

p

Poor

Poor

587

46.0

13.0

7.0

p

Good

Thuja p/icata
Chamaecyparis
lawsoniana

58*

4.0

9.0

p

Poor

589

Douglas-fir
Western Red
Cedar
Lawson
Cypress

Thuja plicata
Pseudotsuga
menziesii
Pseudotsuga
menziesii
Pseudotsuga
menziesii
Pseudotsuga
menziesii

16.0

4.0

2.0

M

Fair

590

Grand Fir

Abies grandis

53.0

10.0

8.0

p

Good

579
S80
S81
582

588

Prepared by:
Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
ISA Certified and Consulting Arborists
Phone: (2501479-8733
Fax: (2501479-7050
email: tmtreehelp@gmail.com

Topped, stunted growth, dieback. Two new leaders
Curving trunk with severely deflected 1Scm diameter
Fair/poor leader near apex
*Measured over ivy. Tag at 2m. Dead tops, only a few
live lower limbs, in decline.
Poor
Leaning, eventually corrected. Somewhat sparse
Fair
branching
Second stem with narrow union curves around main
Fair
trunk.

Protected

TBD

Removal

Yes

Removal

Yes

Removal

Yes

Rem~val

Removal
Yes

Removal

Common
Tree ID Name
591 Plum

16, 14, 9

Crown
Spread
(m)
5.0

CRZ
(m)
3.5

M

Health
Fair

20.0

4.0

2.5

M

Fair

Poor

Fruit tree. Fruiting bodies on trunk

Removal

3.0

1.5

G

Good

Poor

Topped

Removal

3.0

1.5

p

Fair

6.0

3.0

M

Good

Good

9.0

7.0

M

Fair

Fair

Stunted growth and/or type of cultivar
Pruning wounds. Deadwood. Branch stubs throughout
canopy

5.0

1.5

G

Good

Poor

Topped, codominant stems

DBH(cm)
Latin Name
Prunusspp

Prunusspp

- approximate

592

Plum

593

Norway Maple Acer p/atanoides
10.0
Pseudotsuga
Douglas-fir
menziesii
11.0
Colorado Blue
24.0
Picea pungens
Spruce
Purple Leaf
Prunus
cerasifera
37, 24, 18
Plum

594
595
596

Norway Maple
Western Red
NTOI Cedar
Western Red
NT02 Cedar
Western Red
NT03 Cedar
597

European
NT04 White Birch
NT05 Cherry
Pyramidal
NT06 Cedar

NT07

Douglas~fir

European
NT08 White Birch

NT.09 Douglas-fir

Acer p/atanoides
Thuja plicata
Thuja p/icata
Thuja plicata
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Inventoried trees with DBH lOcm or greater

Original Inventory Date: November 9, 2018
Property is within Development Permit Area

14.0
- 30
- 18
- 18

5.0
3.0
3.0

4.5
3.0
3.0

Relative
Toleranc

e

p
p
p

Good
Fair
Good

Structure Remarks and Recommendations
Fair
Fruit tree.

Protected
under Bylaw
#9272

Retention
Status
Removal

Fair/poor Asymmetric. Severely deflected leader

Good
Fair
Good

Neighbour's, 3.5m from PL. At end of row of cedars
Municipal/Neighbour's, I.Sm from PL. Competing with
hawthorn. End of hedge
Municipal/Neighbour's. Part of hedge

Likely neighbour's. Approximately 4.5m from PL.
Fair/poor Codominant weak union. Dieback; likely borer infestation

Removal
Removal
Yes

Removal
Removal

Protected and Ii
Neighbour's

Retain

Municipal /
Neighbour's

1J.,Ri~tain

Municipal /
Neighbour's

i:;tjo~11_;

Likely
neighbour's

~·1''711111

·a RewiiJ

Betu/a nigra

40.0

9.0

5.0

M

Fair

Prunusspp
Thuja
occidentalis
'Pyramidalis'

14, 11

6.0

2.0

M

Good

Fair

Neighbour's, approximately 3m from PL

Neighbour's

111

Multistem

4.0

3.0

M

Good

Fair

Neighbour's

'l Ret~J

Pseudotsuga
menziesii

32.0

8.0

5.0

p

Fair

Good

Neighbour's, 2.5m from PL approx
Shared ownership, on property line. Minor lean corrected,
minor deflection. Wood fence against trunk, removal of
fence against trunk recommended if retained. Minor
amount of twig dieback.

Yes and
shared.

TBD

Betula nigra

15.0

6.0

2.0

M

Good

Good

Neighbour's

Neighbour's

TBD

Good

Shared ownership, on property line. Corrected lean and
minor deflection. Large surface roots on side opposite lean
on neighbour's property. Wood fence against trunk,
removal of fence against trunk recommended

Yes and
shared.

TBD

Pseudotsuga
menziesii

Prepared by:
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35.0

10.0

5.5

p

Good

Reiikt-;m:
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Property is within Development Permit Area

Common
Tree ID Name

CRZ
(m)

Toleranc

- approximate

Crown
Spread
(m)

25.0

4.0

3.0

M

Fair

Good

-12, 10, 6

4.0

2.0

M

Fair

Fair

Clump of stems growing on either side of fence,
potentially separate trees. Inaccessible due to blackberries.

Multistem

4 to 6

2m-4m

M

Fair

Fair

4 fruit trees, all multistem with at least one stem being
over I Ocm at DBH (largest stem was I5cm at DBH).

-30

5.0

4.5

p

Fair

Good

-17, 15, 5

3.0

3.0

G

Good

Fair

Neighbour's 3-4m from PL
Likely neighbour's. Pruned as a dense hedge. Yellow
cultivar. Growing against fence which is warped
Neighbour's 2.5-3m from PL

Neighbour's

Neighbour's 2.5-3m from PL
Neighbour's, within 2m of PL. Significant health decline
with dieback and only a small amount of live foliage

Neighbour's

DBH(cm)
Latin Name

Colorado Blue
NT IO Spruce
Picea pungens

NT 11 Plum
Prunusspp
Apple (12, 14)
NT 12- Plum (13), Pear
(15)
Various
15

Protected
under Bylaw

Relative

Health

Structure Remarks and Recommendations

Western Red
NT 16 Cedar
Leyland
NT17 Cypress

Thuja p/icata
Cupressusx
/eylandii

NT 18 Cherry

Prunusspp

- 38

6.0

4.5

M

Fair

Fair

NT 19 Dogwood

Cornusspp

- 20

4.0

3.0

p

Good

Good

NT20 Cherry

Prunusspp

-55

13.0

6.5

M

Poor

Poor
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Inventoried trees with DBH lOcm or greater

Shared ownership, on PL. Lower limbs competing for
light with firs

119272

Shared
ownership

Potentially and
Neighbour's
Likely
neighbour's

Neighbour's

Retention
Status

Arborist supervision of
removal of existing
garage for neighbour's
NT#17 tree. Fencing
may be recommended
afterwards.
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Tree Site Plan
(mark-up)
Talbot Mackenzie &
Associates
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TREE PROTECTION FENCING

NOTES:
1. FENCE WILL BE CONTRUCTED USING 38 X 89 mm (2"X4") WOOD FRAME:
TOP, BOTTOM AND POSTS. *
USE ORANGE SNOW-FENCING MESH AND SECURE TO THE WOOD
FRAME WITH "ZIP" TIES OR GALVANZIED STAPLES.
2. ATTACH A 500mm x 500mm SIGN WITH THE FOLLOWING WORDING:
WARNING-HABITAT PROTECTION AREA. THIS SIGN MUST BE AFFIXED
ON EVERY FENCE FACE ORAT LEAST EVERY 10 LINEAR METRES.
*IN ROCKY AREAS, METAL POSTS (T-BAR OR REBAR) DRILLED INTO ROCK
WILL BE ACCEPTED
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TREE PROTECTION FENCING
H:\shared\parks\Tree Protection Fencing.pdf

DATE:
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
Consulting Arborists
Box48153 RPO- Uptown Victoria, BC V8Z 7H6
Ph: (250) 4 79-8733
Fax: (250) 479-7050
Email: tmtreehelp@gmail.com

Tree Resource Spreadsheet Methodology and Definitions
Tag: Tree identification number on a metal tag attached to tree with nail or wire, generally at eye
level. Trees on municipal or neighboring properties are not tagged.
NT: No tag due to inaccessibility or ownership by municipality or neighbour.
DBH: Diameter at breast height - diameter of trunk, measured in centimetres at l .4m above
ground level. For trees on a slope, it is taken at the average point between the high and low side of
the slope.
* Measured over ivy
- Approximate due to inaccessibility or on neighbouring property
Crown Spread: Indicates the diameter of the crown spread measured in metres to the drip line of
the longest limbs.
Relative Tolerance Rating: Relative tolerance of the tree species to construction related impacts
such as root pruning, crown pruning, soil compaction, hydrology changes, grade changes, and
other soil disturbance. ·This rating does not take into account individual tree characteristics, such
as health and vigour. Three ratings are assigned based on our knowledge and experience with the
tree species: Poor (P), Moderate (M) or Good (G).
Critical Root Zone: A calculated radial measurement in metres from the trunk of the tree. It is the
optimal size of tree protection zone and is calculated by multiplying the DBH of the tree by 10, 12
or 15 depending on the tree's Relative Tolerance Rating. This methodology is based on the
methodology used by Nelda Matheny and James R. Clark in their book "Trees and Development:
A Technical Guide to Preservation of Trees During Land Development."
•
•
•

15 x DBH = Poor Tolerance of Construction
12 x DBH =Moderate
10 x DBH = Good

To calculate the critical root zone, the DBH of multiple stems is considered the sum of 100% of
the diameter of the largest stem and 60% of the diameter of the next two largest stems. It should
be noted that these measures are solely mathematical calculations that do not consider factors such
as restricted root growth, limited soil volumes, age, crown spread, health, or structure (such as a
lean).
Spreadsheet Methodology & Definitions
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates

Health Condition:
•

Poor - significant signs of visible stress and/or decline that threaten the long-term survival
of the specimen

•

Fair - signs of stress

•

Good - no visible signs of significant stress and/or only minor aesthetic issues

Structural Condition:
•

Poor - Structural defects that have been in place for a long period of time to the point that
mitigation measures are limited

•

Fair - Structural concerns that are possible to mitigate through pruning

•

Good - No visible or only minor structural flaws that require no to very little pruning

Retention Status:
•

X - Not possible to retain given proposed construction plans

•

Retain - It is possible to retain this tree in the long-term given the proposed plans and
information available. This is assuming our recommended mitigation measures are
followed

•

Retain * - See report for more information regarding potential impacts

•

TBD (To Be Determined) - The impacts on the tree could be significant. However, in the
absence of exploratory excavations and in an effort to retain as many trees as possible, we
recommend that the final determination be made by the supervising project arborist at the
time of excavation. The tree might be possible to retain depending on the location of roots
and the resulting impacts, but concerned parties should be aware that the tree may require
removal.

•

NS - Not suitable to retain due to health or structural concerns

Spreadsheet Methodology & Definitions
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THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF SAANICH
TO:

MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF COUNCIL

DATE:

SEPTEMBER 17, 2019

FROM:

ADVISORY DESIGN PANEL

SUBJECT:

APPLICATION BY ABSTRACT DEVELOPMENTS (NICHOLAS STANDEVEN)
TO REZONE FROM THE RS-6 (SINGLE FAMILY DWELLING) ZONE TO THE
RT-5 (ATTACHED HOUSING) ZONE, TO CONSTRUCT 24 ATTACHED
HOUSING DWELLING UNITS.
PLANNING FILE: DPR00747/REZ00634
CASE #2019/06

Background and Presentation:
The above referenced application was considered by the Advisory Design Panel at its meeting
of August 14, 2019.
CASE #2019/06-

3446 & 3450 WHITTIER AVENUE AND 3421 & 3431 HARRIET ROAD

Legal Description:

Lots 2, 3, 5 & 6, Section 7, Victoria District, Plan 4414

Planning File:

DPR00747/REZ00634

Planner:

Chuck Bell, Planner

Comments from the Planner:
The Planner provided an overview of the process to date as follows:
• The application proposes construction of 24 attached housing dwelling units within the
Saanich Core.
• Proposed rezoning is from the RS-6 Zone to the RT-5 Zone which would be consistent
with the policies in the Saanich Official Community Plan.
Comments from applicant I owner I applicant representative(s):
Nicholas Standeven, Abstract Developments, Sam Ganong, Curate Developments and Edward
Williams, Stellar Architecture, presented the design and landscape plan and answered
questions from the panel:
• The proposal is for 24 townhomes within the Saanich Core on the periphery of Uptown.
• The goal and vision of the development is to increase density with a modern design.
• This type of housing is needed in the region to alleviate pressure on the urban sprawl
and is supported by the Saanich Official Community Plan .. The location is appropriate
for the proposed density.
• The neighbourhood is located one block away from Douglas Street and Boleskine Road
and is also close to the Galloping Goose Trail, parks and shopping centres.
• Homes will be attainable by young families, professionals and multiple demographics.
• Currently there are three single-family homes on the four parcels of land.
• The neighbourhood has an eclectic mix which also includes light industrial, commercial
Page 1of2

Advisory Design Panel
August14,2019

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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and institutional.
The design of the proposed housing fits with the neighbourhood and provides continuity.
The building design is traditional with a contemporary take in a predominantly traditional
neighbourhood. It is classic and timeless with a muted colour palate except front doors
which will be colourful for the pedestrian visual experience.
Other design features include brick wrapped corners and corner windows. A natural
transition of materials create shadowing, individuality of units and breaks down massing.
The rear elevation features a gabled roof line.
Proposed building materials include lap siding, hardie panel siding and brick.
Balconies have metal railings with six foot privacy screens.
Interior layouts vary with two and three bedroom units, three bathrooms and either a one
or two car garage.
Lower levels include flex rooms, unfinished storage space and roughed in plumbing for
future development.
.
The proposed plan for vehicular and pedestrian access off Whittier Avenue is preferred
over Harriet Road.
Outdoor parking includes six stalls including one accessible.
The landscape plan includes permeable pavers with pedestrian access points. The
pathway supports pedestrian activity throughout the site.
The landscape design includes a pedestrian buffer along Harriet Road.

Comments from the Panel:
•
•
•
•

A playground for children would be a good addition. Due to 24 units on site, there is no
room left for one.
Charging stations (EV) should be considered.
Having some accessible units would be appreciated.
The exterior looks plain and lacks detail.

Due to a lack of quorum, a motion was not made but committee consensus was that the
design is supportable, with the recommendation that the applicant consider the
comments from the Panel.

~ l!Ak "-G-susan Nickerson
Senior Committee Clerk
/sn
ec:

Director of Planning
Manager of Inspection SeNices
Nicholas Standeven, Abstract Developments
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Megan MacDonald
From:
Sent:
To:

.

Carol Hamill
Monday, October 26, 2020 8:20 AM
Planning; Chuck Bell; Council

INFORMATION
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REPORT
FOR
ACKNOWLEDGED·

D
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Subject:
Attachments:

{External Email) MVCCA Whittier townhouses application comments
Whittier townhouses comments Oct 2020.docx

This email sent from outside the District of Saanich. Use caution if message is unexpected or sender is not
known to you.

Greetings
The MVCCA comments on this development are attached.
Best wishes,
Carol Hamill

.

·~

Mt. View Colquitz Community Association
c/o Carol Hamill
Homer Road
26 October 2020

Re: 3446/50 Whittier Ave 3421/31 Harriet Road (Whittier Townhouses)
Rezoning application from RS-6 to RT-5
To: Saanich Planning Dep't and Saanic~ Mayor and Council,
These are our preliminary comments, we may submit additional comments after the Planning report has
been made available. MVCCA generally has no objection to this application.
Background
The developers presented the original design at the MVCCA meeting of 15 March 2018. Our
preliminary comments were sent to the developer and to Saanich Planning on 23 Nov. 2018. The
Saanich Advisory Design panel discussed the design at their 14 Aug. 2019 meeting. We did not get any
further information about the project until receipt of the new design documents and a request for
comment, dated 30 Sept. 2020. On Oct. 23, MVCCA was notified by Abstract, that the community
contribution on offer will be $2000 per unit to be allocated to the Saanich Affordable Housing Fund.
The property lies within the Tolmie Quarter of the draft Uptown Douglas (UD) Plan area. Some relevant
sections of the UD Plan include:
5.2.7 Require new residential developments to provide useable private outdoor space, not less than 6m 2
per unit for apartments or 9m 2 for townhouse and rowhouse units, or common usable outdoor space
equivalent to the aggregate individual unit requirement. Common space should include quality play
areas, gardens and social areas with seating and weather protection.
5.9.2 Enhance Whittier Avenue as a neighbourhood greenway through introducing separated sidewalks
at the time of redevelopment, further enhancing the green buffer on the east side of the street and
minimizing impacts from vehicle travel.
7.7.1 Implement the conceptual design identified in Figure 7.8 on Boleskine Road and Harriet Road.
7.7.2 Install a new traffic signal at the intersection of Boleskine Road and Tennyson Avenue.
7. 7.5 Explore opportunities to enhance the pedestrian connection between Boleskine Road /Harriet Road
(south) and Rudd Park, including through signage, park access points, prominent plantings,
lighting and/or public art.

The Tolmie Quarter area is bordered by Highway #1 and major streets. The intersection of Boleskine
Road and Tennyson Ave., mentioned in the UDP, is a "T" intersection with traffic to the south only. The
road access from this site, is off Whittier, a busy four way intersection. Since access to Boleskine Road is
already limited during peak hours, perhaps a car activated control light from Whitter on to Boleskine is
appropriate. Boleskine Road also stands between this site and the only play area facility, Rudd Park.
We understand this revised project to be:
23 - three storey townhouse units 14 (3-bedroom) and 9 (2-bedroom)
Four blocks of units
Building A: Six units front on to Harriet Rd, but have garages accessed from inside the site
Buildings B-C: Units backing on to each other each with private yard space - trail between blocks
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Building D: 5 units set into northern portion of site, backing on the neighbour's fences
Resident parking = 32 garage spaces (no space in front of garages for car parking)
Visitor parking= 5 regular stalls and two (handicapped?) stalls
Road access to be off of Culduthel/Whittier corner
Public pedestrian connection along north end of property from Harriet Road and then along east side to
Culduthel/Whittier corner
Variances requested for height, parking and setbacks.
Development Servicing requirements would include the following:
- 3.048 m wide property dedication along Whittier Avenue fronting the development. Whittier Avenue
would also be required to be improved to 8.5 m residential road standard complete with non-mountable
concrete curb, gutter and 1.7 m wide separated sidewalk.
- Harriet Road would be required to be improved to 8.5 m residential road standard including a 2.5 m
wide parking bay and non-mountable concrete curb, gutter and 2.0 m wide sidewalk.
Some of the important issues brought up by the neighbours include:
•
Abstract has not directly consulted the immediate neighbours about the privacy fence.
• Young families own two cars. Separate jobs, children's activities and the pressures of society
preclude the luxury of alternate transportation methods.
• Access to Boleskine Road is already limited during peak hours, perhaps a car activated control
light from Whitter on to Boleskine.
• There is no community consensus on additional sidewalks on Harriet Road.
• Community support for use of covenant to protect the right of owners to rent out their unit.
• One simple safety measure requested, is to change the location of gate access to Rudd Park so
that it lines up with the pedestrian activated cross walk at Harriet and Boleskine.
• Deconstruction of existing buildings to be done in a safe and environmentally sound manner to
reduce dust and exposure to hazardous materials.
On Oct. 23, MVCCA was notified by Abstract, that the community contribution on offer will be $2000
per unit to be allocated to the Saanich Affordable Housing Fund.
Conclusion
This property is situated in an area where this type of infill densification is appropriate. Three bedroom
townhouses are particularly important within this area. This unit layout is a considerable improvement
over the original design.
MVCCA generally has no objection to this application. There are concerns that the privacy fencing
should be adequate between this site and the adjoining properties. Given the density increase expected
in the Tolmie Quarter, the overall traffic issues and access to Boleskine Road are important
improvements for future consideration.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Carol Hamill
cc. Ben Smith - Abstract Developments
Gabe Epstein - Gorge Tillicum Community Association
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COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 44152
VICTORIA, BC V9A 7K1

www.gorgetillicum.ca

www.facebook.com/GorgeTillicum

info@gorgetillicum.ca

Chuck Bell,
Planning Department.
District of Saanich.
27 January, 2019

Re: The proposed development at 3421 Harriet Rd., 3431 Harriet Rd., 3446 Whittier Ave., and
3450 Whittier Ave.
Hello Chuck,
Thanks very much for inviting the Gorge Tillicum Community Association to comment on the
development proposal referred .to above.
As the proposal in question is outside the GTCA area boundary, as we have had no contact with the
project proponents, and. as the Board has not considered this project and its implications for our area,
we have no commeAts to make on the proposal.
Sincerely,
Gabe Epstein (GTCA President)
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